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Rose lumps For The Gold

Civil Case Against
Bryant Goes Before
Tough Federal Judge

The Oklahoma City bombing trials - which led to
McVeigh's execution and a life sentence for Nichols brought Matsch national recognition.

by Jon Sarche
DENVER (AP) - A
no-nonsense federal judge
who presided over the
Oklahoma City bombing
trials now has another
high-profile case in his
courtroom: the civil suit
filed against NBA star
Kobe Bryant by the woman
accusing him of sexual
assault.
U.S. District Judge
Richard Matsch is best
known for handling the tri
als of Timothy McVeigh
and Terry Nichols in the
1995 Oklahoma City case.
But in 30 years on the
bench, he also presided
over a protracted school
busing case, the trials of
anti-Semitic militants con
victed of assassinating a
talk show host and the sen
tencing of a forestry work
er who admitted starting

Colorado's worst wildfire.
Matsch keeps tight
control of his courtroom,
never hesitating to clamp
down on attorneys. Given
to wearing cowboy boots
and hats, he sometimes
raises his voice to dress
down an attorney for ask
ing witnesses repetitive
questions or for coming to
court unprepared.
The random-assign
ment system used in
Denver federal court hand
ed the Bryant civil suit to
Matsch.
“If, there's any judge
that's able to keep it from
becoming a circus, it's
Judge Matsch, just like he
was able to keep the
Oklahoma City bombing
case from becoming a cir-

Civil Case
continued on pg. 10

bv Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Rambunctious Rose.
That’s how relatives of
Rose Richmond recalled
the Olympic athlete slated
to compete in the long
jump competition on Aug.
25.
"She was always run
ning around the house,”
said her sister Demetria
Mond. "We always thought
of her as qut little super
star.”
It was evident Rich
mond was destined for
greatness at age three when
she would watch her broth
er, Jessie Humphrey, com
pete at track meets at
Lakewood High School.
"She had to be about 3
or 4 and at the end of the
meets, she would go out on
the field and jump in the
(long jump) pit,” laughed
dad Aubrey Richmond.
Or, as Mond jokingly
recalled: "Little Rose
would always go out on the
field and run around the
track” like the big kids.
Rose, the baby girl of a
sibling clan of five, realized
a long time ago that prep
ping for the big time

Rose Richmond
required a lot of practice.
So, by age six, she joined
the St. Petersburg Striders,
an inner-city track and field
team whose members re
cently competed in the
Junior Olympics.
"They already are
inspire by Rose,” Mond
said of the young Striders’
runners
and jumpers.
"Whenever she comes
home, she makes sure she
speaks to them about set
ting goals. She’s always
telling them that if she can

do it, they can, too.”
Aubrey added: "My
grandkids look up to Rose,
too. She’s a good role
model and mentor to all the
(neighborhood) kids. She’s
not only setting high marks
on the track field, but in the
classroom, too. I’m ex
tremely proud of her.”
Rose followed in her
brother’s footsteps as a
track and field star at
Lakewood, where she
began perfecting her long
jump skills.

The 1999 Lakewood
grad continued her track
and field career at Indiana
State, where she is now
studying for her master’s
degree in Sport Marketing
and Management. Her
career highlights include a
2003 long jump title of
USA Outdoors runner-up
(6.56m/21-6.25)
and
NCAA Indoors runner-up
(6.45m/21-2).
A jump of 22 feet, 21/4
inches at last month’s trials
helped qualify Rose for the
Olympics, where she will
be competing in Athens
alongside her U.S. team
mates Marion Jones and
Grace Upshaw.
When Rose jumps for
the gold, it will be a leap of
faith rooted in family ties
that can’t be broken by any
Olympic mark she makes or misses.
"We are so excited for
her,” said her dad, who will
make the trek to Athens to
witness his daughter’s
dream. "She has been
preparing for this day since
high school. For her to
make it this far is such a
proud moment for all of
us.”
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by Linda Young '
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG A chance to get acquainted
with the incoming school
superintendent for Pinellas
County drew more than 60
people to the open monthly
NAACP meeting Tuesday
night.
Although Clayton Wil
cox does not start work
until Sept. 1, the achievment gap is a serious con
cern to many individuals
and groups. So, the
NAACP asked Wilcox to
speak and answer questions
this month at their public
meeting.
Darryl Rouson, state
NAACP attorney and St.
Petersburg branch presi
dent, told Wilcox that they
expected to see an explo
sion of new ideas on how to
solve the problems facing
the county school system.
The NAACP is interested
in forming a partnership
with other groups, individ
uals and the school system

to "look out for our chil
dren."
Issues include:
• Closing the achieve
ment gap.
• More black teachers.
• More minority con
tractors on school system
contracts.
• A system-wide disci
pline code of students
regardless of economic
class or color.
• Equal access for all
students to extracurricular
activities.
Rouson said they
would never hesitate to
point out problems includ
ing racism or racist situa
tions but would do so while
maintaining a respectful
dialogue "with professional
criticism" rather than "ad
hominem" attacks on Wil
cox.
Speakers
included
Rouson, Trenia Byrd Cox,
branch NAACP second
vice-president, and Mary
Brown, school board mem
ber. Pastor Ricky Houston

Darryl Rouson, state NAACP attorney and St.
Petersburg branch president, told Wilcox that they
expected to see an explosion of new ideas on how to solve
the problems facing the county school system.

gave an invocation and
Thomas Robinson, chair
man of the education com
mittee of the Clearwater
branch NAACP attended.
Rouson issued a chal
lenge to all parents to "be
more involved in the educa
tion of their child," one that
Cox and Brown reiterated.
Frequently addressing
his remarks to Wilcox,
Rouson said, they want the
school system to care as
much for some of these
black children who are
being left behind, as they
do other children. He told
Wilcox, "We feel you have
your job cut out for you."
Both Rouson and Cox
reminded Wilcox that he
was there as a result of the
demands of a still active
coalition of powerful
groups that demanded a
national search to end
"more of the same" old
solutions that resulted in
the achievement gap.
Cox said that in today's
world "competition is

healthy" and necessary.
However, the wide achieve
ment gap negatively affects
the ability of black students
to compete.
The result is a crisis of
black students failing the
FCAT at a rate of 67 per
cent of third graders and 82
percent of eight graders.
Education is still the
way to empowerment, it is
not a white thing or a black
thing, as jobs require more
education, Cox said. She
called on parents and
churches to help.
Parents can create
study friendly environ
ments with the TV and ra
dio off and visitors barred.
Churches can take their
existing "hodgepodge of
faith-based services" and
create places where kids
are tutored to master the
basic skills they need in the
classroom instead of mere
computer labs where kids

NAACP
continued on pg. 6
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New Novel Weaves A Tale
About The Ties That Bind,
And Unravel, Mother And
Daughter Relationships

For now, law is taking a backseat to writing as Bell
promotes “Emerging Free,” which will be available
in bookstores nationwide in November.

by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Like a quilt, “Emerging
Free” weaves a tale about
the ties that bind - and
unravel - mother and
daughter relationships.
The long overdue sub
ject matter is explored
extensively in a new novel
by attomey-tumed-author
Keisha Bell.
"I wanted to write
something that I would
want to read, something
that would have the reader
look at an idea in a differ
ent way," said the St.
Petersburg native.
The book, which ex
plores the issue of parental
abandonment through the
eyes of a child, is not auto
biographical - but it is
something Bell witnesses
on a daily basis as an attor
ney specializing in Family
Law.
"I chose to write a
story surrounding the issue
of parental abandonment,
because it is an issue that a
lot of our youth face either
directly or indirectly,” Bell
noted.
Readers will join Free
- the central character of
Bell’s book - in her spiritu
al quest to make peace with
her mom who abandons the
family for a long lost lover.
Through Free’s journey,
readers leam forgiveness is
the key to redeeming one’s
soul.
Discovering faith is
something Bell admits she
shares with Free, a charac
ter that has been in the
making since she was a
small girl, praising God in
the
pews
of
Faith
Memorial Missionary Bap
tist Church.
"Just thinking about it,
I get emotional,” Bell said
of the life lessons she expe
rienced and ultimately led
to her writing a book that
already has received rave
reviews by her family and
friends. "Even before they
had the product in their
hands they never doubted
its manifestation. With
faith like that, I really
believe I can move moun
tains.”
That confidence didn’t
come easy. "It took me a
while to share my (person
al) poems and stories with
anyone,” Bell said. "I don’t
know why. I don’t think I

fully understood my gift at
the time, but I am glad God
kept showing it to me.”
Probably because the
message was blurred by an
unconscious directive Bell
received from a popular
television show.
"OK, I was one of
those people who watched
“The Cosby Show” and
saw Claire Huxtable as an
attorney and said, ‘That’s
kind of cool,” she jokingly
recalled. "That didn’t moti
vate me directly to be an
attorney though, but I did
take note of it. I think I
wanted to be a doctor then,
but realized I get faint
around needles.”
It was the police beat
ing of Rodney King that
inspired Bell to pursue a
law degree. "I lived in Los
Angeles when the riots
happened and that had a
huge impact on me,” she
said. "That was when I
decided I wanted to be an
attorney.”
The Dixie Hollins
High School grad received
a B.A. in psychology from
the University of Central
Florida before obtaining a
Juris Doctorate degree
from Florida State Univer
sity College of Law. It was
during her last year of law
school that she rekindled
her passion for writing.
"Actually the two areas
have a lot in common,”
Bell explained. "Both
could be creative profes
sions and in order to be
good in both, you have to
be detailed and analytical.
For me, writing plays a big
part in both (careers).”
For now, law is taking
a backseat to writing as
Bell promotes “Emerging
Free,” which will be avail
able in bookstores nation
wide in November. Begin
ning Sept. 1, the novel can
be purchased via Biblio
Distribution at 1-800-4626420 or through her web
site: www.keishabell.com.
In the meantime, Bell
is already working on her
second novel, which ex
plores the subject of abuse,
which she also hopes will
tap into the souls of read
ers.
"I believe God spoke to
me,” Bell said. "It felt like
a light went on... when I sat
down to write “Emerging
Free.”
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
out history is to live
without roots or a past,
with the present having

no real foundation, and
very little meaning for
the future.

The Weekly Chal
is committed to
featuring articles of all

ing nations of the world
and for us all as citizens of
the world, this is an inter
national security issue.
The message for us is
that security for the rest of
the world is tied to the
HIV/AIDS pandemic. Our
meeting took place in Afri
ca, where the entire SubSaharan continent is imper
iled by this disease, which
has now become the worst
pandemic in human histo
ry.
There are some 42 mil
lion people with HIV/
AIDS now in the world and
35 million of them are
Africans. Most of them are
women. In some African
nations one in every 10
adults has HTV/AIDS and
1 million of the 1.3 million
children of the world with
HIV/AIDS are in Africa.
95 percent of the world's
HIV/AIDS orphans are in
Africa.
Yet, even as we in the
U.S. see AIDS as a chronic,
treatable disease, for most
people in the world, a diag
nosis of HIV/AIDS is still a
death sentence. Even the

cheaper generic HIV/AIDS
drugs now being manufac
tured are too expensive for
most people the world.
President Bush promised
$15 billion in U.S. Aid for
HIV/AIDS work in Africa,
but closer examination re
veals that the pledge was
not for new dollars and
nowhere near that amount
has yet reached Africa.
HIV/AIDS is a security
issue, not only for Africa,
but for the entire world.
The message for us is
that security for the rest of
the world means that we in
the U.S. must find ways to
understand that our respon
sibility as the world’s su
perpower is to be peace
makers in the world. We
cannot turn our backs on
the fact that all of the
world, including most of
our closest allies, now
look warily at the U.S.
and are fearful of what the
future holds for the world if
we remain on our present
course.
The message for us is
that security for the rest of
the world is tied to finding

ways to live peacefully in a
multi-faith world. Even as
our meeting progressed, we
heard the news of the
bombings near two church
es in Iraq. At the meeting
itself, we heard stories of
churches in Indonesia and
other nations of the
world struggling to prac
tice their faith in the con
text of the multi-faith re
alities of our world today.
These church leaders be
lieve that it is imperative
that leaders of all faiths
around the world work to
gether for peace with jus
tice in a world where there
seems to be too little of
both.
The people of the
world have a message for
us. The question is do we
want to hear it.

A knowledge of his through the ages - be it a without history is likened
tory brings a feeling of territory, a village, a dis to living without a form
fellowship that runs trict, or a nation. To live of memory. To be with-

lenger

A Word From the World
bv Bemice Powell Jackson
I have just returned
from an international meet
ing of church leaders from
around the world: from
Africa, Asia, Latin Ameri
ca, the Pacific as well as
Europe and North Amer
ica. As so often happens,
they have a different mes
sage for us than the one we
read in the daily newspa
pers or see on our televi
sion screens. Their mes
sage is that security is
indeed a problem for the
rest of the world - but for
most of the world security
means whether families
will have food to eat, clean
water to drink, control of
their own natural resources,
a clean environment as well
as the right to choose their
own governments. And for
most of the rest of the
world, the U.S. right now is
seen as a threat to that
security.
That's a pretty sobering
message. But there are rea
sons for it and it would be
wise of us to listen closely
to them. Security to the rest
of the world, especially the

developing world, is tied to
economic justice.
For half of the world’s
population, the brutal reali
ty is this: you'd be better
off as a cow. The average
European cow receives
$2.20 a day from the tax
payer in subsidies and
other aid. Meanwhile, 2.8
billion people in develop
ing countries around the
world live on less than $2 a
day." (The Guardian, Aug
22, 2002).
We heard many stories
from the churches around
the world about how their
people are suffering ever
greater gaps between the
wealthy few and the many
poor. In some of these
cases,
church leaders
traced their nations' partic
ipation in World Bank re
financings and develop
ment schemes which re
quired,
for
example,
poor nations to use mul
ti-national
corporations
and accounting firms to
privatize water and other
public service, thereby
costing the people much
more to just buy water.

They pointed to the fact
that many developing
nations have been required
by the World Bank and oth
ers to downsize their gov
ernmental payrolls, thereby
increasing the number of
unemployed in nations
struggling to create jobs.
They pointed to the fact
that public education,
health care and social secu
rity are collapsing in
many of these nations, as
they struggle to pay off
even the interest pay
ments on debts incurred.
The debts of these nations
today are 35 times what
they were 30 years ago and
will never be able to be
paid.
The global village is in
pain and our ears seem to
be deaf to that pain. Over
the past decade, for exam
ple, 54 countries have
become poorer, while the
richest 1% of the global
population has as much
income as the poorest 57%.
At this rate, within the next
generation nearly one-third
of the world will be living
in slums. For the develop-

Bemice Powell Jackson is
the executive minister of the
Justice and Witness Ministries
of the United Church of Christ
and serves as one: of the five
officers of the denomination.
She has been an activist on
behalf of civil rights, women's
rights and human rights
issues around the world for
more than a quarter of a cen
tury.

McGreevey, Kerry and the Church —----------------bv Paul Kengor. Ph.D.
The recent news of a
homosexual affair by Dem
ocratic Gov. James Mc
Greevey of New Jersey is a
stunning revelation. We are
not accustomed to this kind
of thing in America. The
British find it quite famil
iar.' Indeed, in Britain,
when a story breaks of a
sexual scandal involving a
male MP, the first question
often asked is: was it with
another man? That’s not a
standard assumption in
American politics.
Though he clearly has
his failings, there’s some
thing impressive about
McGreevey: He has the
integrity to discipline him
self for moral misconduct;
in this case, he is resigning.
Yet, one of the more
impressive displays by
McGreevey took place
weeks ago, and went al
most unreported outside
New Jersey, possibly be
cause sympathetic journal
ists in the national media
feared its repercussions on
John F. Kerry:
Governor McGreevey
is a pro-choice Catholic, in
stark opposition to Church
teaching. In June, Arch
bishop John J. Myers of the
Newark diocese released a
five-page statement titled,
"A Time for Honesty," in
which he wrote that Catho
lic politicians who support
abortion rights should not
seek communion. In re
sponse, New Jersey’s prochoice governor said he
would respect the archbish
op’s request and not seek
the Eucharist at Mass.
Oddly, McGreevey said he

Could just one person in the national media ask John F. Kerry if he will follow McGreevey’s example?
would accept communion
in private (whatever that
means) but not in public,
even though Myers made
no distinction. Still, unlike
most pro-choice politi
cians, he was willing to ac
cept Church authority, on
an issue the Church under
stands as a matter of literal
life and death.
McGreevey’s response
begged the question, or at
least should have begged
the question, if anyone at
CBS Evening News or the
New York Times cared to
ask: Would John F. Kerry
do the same?
Kerry, also a Catholic,
is not just passively prochoice; he is a champion of
the cause. At the 2003
NARAL Pro-Choice Amer
ica Dinner, where he de
scribed pro-lifers as "the
forces of intolerance,"
Kerry boasted that his
maiden speech as a fresh
man senator had been in
support of Roe v. Wade. On
the floor of the U.S. Senate
on August 2, 1994, he
staked a frightening posi
tion: "The right thing to do

is to treat abortions as
In Kerry, Democrats
exactly what they are—a are nominating the most
medical procedure that any fiercely pro-choice individ
doctor is free to provide ual ever to receive a major
and any pregnant woman party nomination for presi
free to obtain. Conse dent. This greatly disturbs
quently, abortions should the Catholic Church, which
not have to be performed in has worked as steadfastly
tightly guarded clinics on to slow abortion as any
the edge of town; they institution. To the Church,
should be performed and nothing would be more
obtained in the same loca aggravating than to watch
tions as any other medical its progress on abortion
procedure.... [Ajbortions reversed by no less than a
need to be moved out of the Catholic president.
Support of "abortion
fringes of medicine and
into the mainstream of rights" is a family affair for
the Kerrys. Despite agree
medical practice."
Like Al Gore, John ing with her husband that
Kerry is one of those abortion ends the "process
shameless
(mostly of life" (as she puts it),
Democrat) politicians who Teresa Heinz Kerry (also a
says he is personally Catholic) likewise remains
against abortion and that pro-choice, recently telling
abortion should be rare but ■Newsweek: "I ask myself, if
legal, all the while doing I had a 13-year-old daugh
absolutely nothing to make ter who got drunk one night
it rare—quite the contrary. and got pregnant, what
Perhaps we could take would I do. Christ, I’d go
these assurances more seri nuts." Kerry’s daughter
ously if these men gave just Vanessa and two sisters
one hour or one dollar to a joined him at the April
crisis pregnancy center or "March for Women’s
devoted a single speech to Lives" in Washington, DC,
alternatives to abortion.
where he gave the keynote

speech.
Ironically, as Kerry
addressed the rally, Cardi
nal Francis Arinze, speak
ing from the Holy See, pre
sented Redemptionis Sacramentum, a Vatican decla
ration stating that priests
must deny communion to
unrepentant
pro-choice
Catholic politicians. Arinze
said that "unambiguously
pro-abortion" Catholic po
liticians are "not fit" to
receive the sacred ele
ments—the bread and wine
that Catholics consider the
body and blood of Christ.
A number of Catholic
archbishops have suggest
ed or stated that if John
Kerry presents himself for
communion in their dio
cese he will be turned away. These include Arch
bishop Raymond L. Burke
of St. Louis, Archbishop
Alfred C. Hughes of New
Orleans, and even Arch
bishop Sean O’Malley of
Boston—Kerry’s
home
diocese. Bishop Michael J.
Sheridan of Colorado
Springs went further, issu
ing a stem pastoral letter

saying that Catholics who
vote for politicians who
advocate legal abortion
should be denied commun
ion.
That brings us full cir
cle to McGreevey. Around
the same time as Sheri
dan’s bold letter, Arch
bishop Myers of Newark
released, "A Time for
Honesty," to which Mc
Greevey complied. And
that again begs the ques
tion:
Could just one person
in the national media ask
John F. Kerry if he will fol
low McGreevey’s exam
ple? At the very least, it’s
an interesting question that
seems newsworthy—sure
ly, worth a single headline.
Please? Someone?
Paul Kengor, Ph.D. is
author of "God and Ronald
Reagan." He is also a profes
sor of political science at
Grove City College and a vis
iting fellow with the Hoover
Institution. Contact Kengor at
pgkengor@gcc.edu.
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
2004 Ringling Bridge Run II: Aug. 28
SARASOTA - The
Sarasota Family YMCA
will host the Second Annu
al Ringling Bridge Run on
Saturday, Aug. 28 begin
ning at 7:15 a.m. Spon
sored by Sarasota County
Parks and Recreation and
sanctioned by Manasota
Track Club, the event will
include both a 5K and a
10K race with participants
welcome within age divi
sions ranging from elemen-

tary school to retirement.
All proceeds from the
race will benefit the Bari
Brooks Center at the Frank
G. Berlin, Sr. YMCA
Branch. The Bari Brook
Center was designed for
teens and features pool
tables, foozball, air hockey,
a cinema center, computer
center and a state-of-the-art
DJ station complete with
dance floor, lighting and
special effects. In it’s first

year, the Ringling Bridge
Run registered almost
3,000 participants and
raised over $42,000 to ben
efit the Bari Brooks Center.
Don’t miss this fantas
tic opportunity to race
across the beautiful, stateof-the-art Ringling Bridge.
Participants can pre
register online at www.ac
tive.com. Deadline for on
line registration is Aug. 25
at 11:59 p.m. Entry fees for

the race are $10 for 18 and
under, $15 for pre-regis
trants, $20 for late or day
of registration. Official
race T-shirts will be provid
ed to all pre-registered par
ticipants.
For additional details
on the special “Stay and
Run” travel package, go to
www.keystosarasota.com.

DNA Bank Project Could Reunite
Adoptees, Birth Parents------------bv Mitch Stacy
SARASOTA (AP) Linda Hammer remembers
a caller to her radio show
who told of spending
$100,000 for medical tests
trying to find the cause of a
young daughter's mysteri
ous illness.
The child eventually
died, without doctors ever
figuring out exactly what
happened. It wasn't until
two years later - when the
girl's mother found her own
birth mother after years of
searching - that she learned
of a rare genetic disorder in
her biological family, a
problem that likely killed
her child.
If she had found her
birth mother earlier, the
woman lamented, her
daughter might have been
saved.
Hammer, a Sarasota

resident who has helped
thousands of adoptees find
birth families through her
people-finding Web site,
weekly radio show and
newspaper column, loves
the warm, fuzzy side of
those reunions. But she's
also seen how profoundly
they can impact lives.
Now the former private
investigator is hoping to
incorporate science into the
effort with an ambitious
new project: a DNA bank
where samples from adop
tees and birth parents who
are searching for one an
other can be added to a
central database to be com
pared with other samples
for possible matches.
The theory is that the
genetic fingerprint could be
the only way to reunite
adoptees with birth parents
in the many cases where

names were changed, birth
certificates were altered or
babies were bought on the
black market. Sometimes
no paper trail existed, and
adoption records remain
closed in all but a handful
of states.
"This isn't really about
search and reunions, it's
about knowing who you
are," said the 50-year-old
Hammer, co-founder of the
nonprofit Touched by
Adoption advocacy group,
based in Walton, Ky. "A
lot of this stuff is life or
death."
Hammer, who is not an
adoptee herself, wants the
service to be free to every
one, which means her or
ganization is starting to
raise money for the project,
to be based at DNA Diag
nostic Center Inc. in Cin
cinnati. An initial fund-

raising dinner is set for
next month and others are
planned. It's expected to
cost more than $1 million
to set up the project and
bank the first 5,000 sam
ples.
Adoptees and birth par
ents who want to partici
pate will be sent a kit with
cotton swabs to take three
samples from the inside of
their cheeks, said Jim Hanigan, a spokesman for
DNA Diagnostic Center.
The swabs are then mailed
back to the lab, where 16
DNA markers will be ex
tracted for comparison with
other samples in the data
base.
While many labs offer
DNA banking, paternity
testing and various other
services, Hailigan believes
this is the first time the
technology has been used

Volunteers Needed
at Shelters

Technology Improves
Access to Public
Computers

Volunteers are needed
to provide light entertain
ment to the people housed
in shelters in Sarasota,
DeSoto and Charlotte
counties due to Hurricane
Charley. There is also a
need for volunteers in
other areas, such as read
ing, medical or hands-on
assistance.
Volunteers should re
port to one of two Vol
unteer Reception Centers
at 1301 Cattlemen Road,
Building A, Sarasota, and
7810 S. Tamiami Trail in
Venice between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.

The shelters are also in
need of board games,
cards, books and maga
zines. Those may be taken
to the volunteer reception
centers, as well.
The Red Cross is in
need of registered nurses
to work in shelters, and
others who can assist with
mass-care feedings, load
ing and unloading trucks
and helping out in general
at the shelters. To volun
teer for Red Cross duty,
call (941) 379-9300, or
come to the Red Cross at
2001 Cantu Court in
Sarasota.

to assist people searching
for family members. DNA
Diagnostic Center is one of
the country's largest labs,
currently doing about 75
percent of all DNA paterni
ty testing.
"The opportunities for
DNA testing are widening
all the time, and it's more
than the normal forensics
things you see on TV,"
Hanigan said. "And this is
a great one."
The National Council
for Adoption, based in
Alexandria, Va., estimates
that 5 million to 6 million
people in the United States
have been adopted. Lee
Allen, spokesman for the
nonprofit advocacy group,
said many states already

have registries for adoptees
and birth parents who are
looking for each other,
which is basically the lowtech method of doing what
Hammer wants to do with
DNA.
The organization wel
Hammer, whose Satur
comes any effort that will
help bring together adop day afternoon radio show is
tees and birth parents who heard in the Sarasotawant to find each other, Bradenton area on WTMYAllen said, but he ques AM, is undeterred by the
tioned whether the cost will cost and the legwork in
warrant the relatively few volved. She's trying to pro
reunions such a project is mote the project among
health care professionals
likely to produce.
"I think it could be and others who realize the
helpful," Allen said. "I importance of people
think the difficulty will be knowing their medical his
promoting it and getting tories, and hopes to spread
this kind of registry well the word with public serv
ice announcements for TV
known."
and radio.

The Sarasota County
Library System has a new
service allowing patrons to
sign up for public comput
ers independently online
called PC Reservation. The
new technology is in use at
the Selby Public Library in
downtown Sarasota.
PC Reservation lets
patrons to sign up for com
puter time directly from a
public computer using
their library card barcode
number. Visitors can re
quest a guest pass allowing
two shorter sessions per
day at an "express" com
puter workstation, or they
can purchase a visitor card
with full computer and
borrowing privileges for
$25 per year.
When all computers
are in use patrons can re-

serve the next available
terminal, or sign up for a
future reservation later the
same day. Patrons with a
valid library card can re
serve two computer ses
sions per day. Session
lengths may vary by li
brary. PC Reservation soft
ware automates the assign
ing, reserving, and moni
toring time limits on li
brary public access com
puters. PC Reservation is
designed to ensure equi
table access to computers
and serve the greatest pos
sible number of patrons
per day.
For more information
about PC Reservation, call
the Selby Library Refer
ence Department at (941)
861-1120.

She even envisions
being able to reunite babies
who were airlifted out of
Vietnam by the thousands
in the 1970s with birth par
ents still in that country.
"They have a right to
know who they are," she
said. "I know who I am,
and if I didn't I'd be jump
ing up and down and mak
ing ugly faces about it. It's
just not fair."

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
The American Cancer Society
Minority Development Committee
16th Annual Minority Gala------------

Harvard lncreases
Aid for Students from
Low and Moderate
Income Families------If you know of a fami
ly earning less than
$40,000 a year and be
tween
$40,000
and
$60,000 a year with an
honor student graduating
from high school soon,
Harvard University wants
to pay their tuition. The
prestigious university re
cently announced that
from now on undergradu
ate students from lowincome families can go to

The Alumni Singers will perform at the 16th Annual Minority Gala.

ST. PETERSBURG The 16th Annual Minority
Gala, sponsored by the
American Cancer Society
and the Minority Develop
ment Committee, will be
held on Saturday, Sept. 18

at the St. Petersburg
Hilton, located at 333 First
St. S.
The Minority Develop
ment Committee was
organized 20 years ago,
dedicated for the purpose

of providing educational
programs, services, and
financial support for re
search, for the community.
Our special guest for
the evening will be The
Alumni Singers of St.

Petersburg.
We invite you, your
family and friends to join
us in this celebration.
For tickets, please call
(727) 867-7702 or (727)
823-0247.

Annual African American Mental
Health Forum This Weekend-----ST. PETERSBURG "African American Cul
tural and Mental Health" is
the theme for the St.
Petersburg Weed and Seed
Fourth Annual Community
Mental Health Training and
Forum. The forum dates
are Aug. 20 and 21. Aug.
20 is reserved for training
mental health providers in
culturally competent treat
ment methods and strate
gies. The training on the
20th will be held at St.
Petersburg College Allstate

Dr. Na’im Akbar

Center, 3200 34th St. S. at a
cost of $30 per person.
Registration and sign
in starts at 7:30 a.m., train
ing sessions end at 5 p.m.

The Aug. 21 session will be
at the James B. Sanderlin
Elementary School, 2350
22nd Ave. S. from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m.This session
is FREE and open to the
public. Lunch will be pro
vided at no cost. Regis
tration is preferred, but not
required for Saturday
event.
Dr. Na'im Akbar will
be the keynote speaker for
the August 20 and 21 ses
sions. He will conduct a
training session for mental

health care providers on
Friday, Aug. 20. Akbar has
been acclaimed by Essence
Magazine as "one of the
world’s preeminent psy
chologists and a pioneer in
the development of an
African-centered approach
in modem psychology." He
has served as Associate
Professor at Norfolk State
University, was Chairman
of the Morehouse College
Psychology Department
and is currently on the fac
ulty in the Department of

Harvard for frfce...no tui
tion and no student loans!
To find out more about
Harvard offering free tui
tion for families making
less than $40,000 a year
visit Harvard's financial
aid web site at: The an
nouncement is on the front
page at www.adm-is.fas.
harvard.edu/FAO/index.ht
m or call the school’s fi
nancial aid office at (617)
495-1581.

—School News —
The next meeting of
the Pinellas County School
Board will be Tuesday,
Aug. 24, at 5 p.m. in the
conference hall of the
administration building,
301 Fourth St. SW, Largo.
Citizens may speak about
any item on the agenda not
involving a hearing on
employee discipline by
registering before the item
is introduced.
Presentations from the
audience regarding items
not on the agenda may be
made at or before 7 p.m.

Bayfront In Need of
Volunteers----------------The Bayfront Medical
Center’s Gift Gallery is in
need of volunteers. There
are three convenient 4hour shifts daily. You will
receive a meal ticket to
their cafeteria, and free
parking at the hospital

Psychology at Florida State
University in Tallahassee,
Fla.
The forum is co-sponsored by The African
American Mental Health
Initiative, Operation PAR,
Inc. and the St. Petersburg
College Allstate Center.
For more information
about the forum and regis
tration, call Janis Ford,
Weed and Seed Coordi
nator at (727) 892-5087 or
Gerald Syrkett, at (727),
893-5438.

when you work. If you are
interested in becoming a
Gift Gallery volunteer or
would like more informa
tion, please contact Cyd
Hendrick at (727) 8936878.

Vote

|

For more information, con
tact Ron Stone, associate
superintendent for human
resources
and public
affairs, at (727) 588-6273.
The District Monitor
ing and Advisory Com
mittee (DMAC) will meet
Thursday, Aug. 26, at 6:30
p.m. in Room El 11 in the
administration building,
301 Fourth St. SW, Largo.
For more information, call
James Madden, director of
unitary status implementa
tion at (727) 588-5186.

Jack

<•» CIRCUIT JUDGE • CROUR3G8

Recommended by
The St. Petersburg
times: "...the only
candidate who
has substantial
experience relevant
to every division
In circuit court."

lyincooet.
Political Advertisement paid for and approved by Jack Day,
Non-Partisan Candidate for Circuit Court Judge

?4cceftt 'Wo’i6&i4, (ZotHfrettMtirw & 'P'FP

We Specialize Also In:
• Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia
H.T. Wellness & MASsage Center
NEUROMUSCULARMASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 CentraL Avenue
LIC. #MM005879

FAX 328-8869
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

This Week’s “BEST” Photo

THIS WEEK IN

BLACK HISTORY

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
You no longer think
YOU KNOW YOU’RE
you’re missing something
AN ADULT WHEN...
Jeanne Hanson, whom when you spend Saturday
I wouldn’t know from night at home.
You’re truly glad you
Florence Nightingale, has
written a book purporting have an unlisted number
to assist us in recognizing and no regrets about the
that benchmark moment calls you miss by not hav
ing an answering machine.
when we become adults.
If someone has died,
Adulthood, of course,
has nothing to do with they’ll call back. The rest
reaching age 18 or 21. I aren’t important.
Vitamin C is more
know a good number of
people who are 35 or older important to you than
and should not be trusted Vitamin E.
Michael Jackson looks
with sharp instruments or
sillier
every day.
major decisions.
You’re giving up try
You know you’re
ing to stop younger people
grown up when:
You are tired of mov from calling you “Mister”
ing, trendy foods and other or “Ma’am.”
You aren’t so sure any
people’s children.
You realize that love more that being offered
does mean having to say early retirement at 55
would be an insult.
you’re sorry.
You have less toler
You think a divorce
sounds way too expensive. ance for crowds and can
You go to dinner with think of no concert for
your parents and pick up which you’d rise at dawn
to join a line waiting for
the check.
Older people don’t the ticket office to open.
You don’t listen as
seem so old anymore.
You don’t care as much to the 45 ’s' you
much about what people bought in high school
because so many of the
think of you.
You wish your grand arfists are dead.
Activists (no matter
parents were still around to
the
cause) seem much
talk to.
Your family is more more strident and ridicu
important to you than your lous than when you were
one.
friends.
You’d rather see the
You start to think
game
at home rather than
walking is exercise.
You want sex to be at the stadium.
You still remember the
sweet rather than athletic.
You know you hate rap names of the Brady Bunch
kids, but you don’t
music.
You realize that your acknowledge it publicly
parents were right about a anymore.
You begin to wonder
lot of things.
Not bad, I thought, whether Metamucil tastes
when I reached the last as bad as it looks.
***
page of Hanson’s book, but
With These Thoughts
I think she missed a few. I
In Mind,
would have added that you
STAY LOOSE!
know you’re grown up
when:

Althea Gibson was the first Black Wimbeldon
champion
August 19

• Benjamin Banneker publishes his
first Almanac, 1791
• Ralph J Bunche, diplomat and first
Black winner of Nobel Peace Prize,
named undersecretary of the United
Nations, 1954
• NAACP Youth Council begins sit-ins
at lunch counters in Oklahoma City,
1963
• Bishop Desmond Tutu defies
apartheid laws by walking alone on a
South African beach, 1989

August 20

• First Black slaves brought by the
dutch to the colony of Jamestown,
1619
• Richard Allen chairs the first
National Negro Convention in
Philadelphia, 1830
• Wilberforce University established in
Ohio, 1856

August 21

• Nat Turner leads slave revolt in
Southampton, Va. that kills 55
Whites, 1831
•WiUiam "Count" Basie, jazz pianist
and musician, bom in Red Bank, NJ,
1904

August 22

• John Lee Hooker, blues singer and
guitarist, bom, 1917

August 23

• National Negro Business League
founded, 1900

August 24

• Edith Sampson appointed first Black
delegate to United Nations by Harry
S. Truman, 1950

August 25

• National Association of Colored
Nurses founded, 1908
•A. Philip Randolph organizes the
Sleeping Car Porter's Union, 1925
• Althea
Gibson,
first
Black
Wimbeldon champion, bom in South
Carolina, 1927

"The Challenger is always proud to showcase young, black, positive males. Richard Crawford and
Anthony Reynolds are participants in the Midtown Technology Program. They are only two months
away from completing the GED program. Congratulations guys!"
photo by Shedrick Rhodes

The Zeta’s Celebrate Sisterhood

L-R: Josephine Lampley, who holds the chapter
award for Z-Hope participation, and Emma
Cavin, who was honored with the National Zeta
Star Award for Achievement with Youth
TAMPA BAY - It was
a joyous time for more than
2000 members of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, the Zeta
Arnica adult auxiliary, and
the Archonette and Amicette Youth Clubs, as they
flew into the Los Angeles
International
Airport
(LAX) wearing the majes
tic blue and white.
Held at the Renais
sance Hollywood Hotel on
Highland and Vine, the
"Boule of the Stars" fea
tured seminars, workshops,

speakers, famous guests,
and various competitions,
as well as business sessions
and activities to promote
the overall national thrust
of this community-con
scious, action-oriented or
ganization of college edu
cated women. Various civic
organizations and federal
agencies, such as the
March of Dimes and the
FBI, were on hand to give
updates on their programs
and services. There were
also a variety of vendors to

Imagine Yourself as a Teacher....
Earn your Master of Arts in Teaching Degree
from National-Louis University

Many people like you are changing careers for a rewarding, indemand job as a teacher in an elementary or middle school classroom.
At National-Louis University, We know that changing careers can be
both exciting and challenging. That’s Why we’ve designed an innova
tive program for people just like you. Here, you can get your initial
teaching certificate in a master’s program designed for working adults
who have a non-teaching bachelor’s degree from a regionally accred
ited institution.

1
Jackie Newsom, a student in the
NLU Master ofArts in Teaching
Program, puts theory into prac
tice. Students develop and teach
lessons to their classmates and
receive suggestions.

You can make a difference!

For more information,
please contact:
Carol Burg
813.491.6109

cburg@nl.edu
National-Louis University is accredited by the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, The
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education,
and the Florida Commission for Independent Education.

Other Programs Available:
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Leadership
B.S. in Health Care Leadership
B.S. in Management
B.A. Applied Behavioral
Sciences
• Master of Health Services
Administration
• M.S. in Management

L-R: Zetas Benita E. Swanson and Daphne L.
Miller
fulfill the needs and desires
of every shopper.
A special feature of the
convention was the Youth
Convention within the larg
er convention. Local Zeta
member, Emma C. Cavin,
along with Melinda S.
Stovall and Dr. Denisha L.
Hendricks - the three
national youth directors,
had the responsibility of
planning, coordinating, and
conducting the youth ac
tivities. The youth were
enlightened, enriched, in
spired, and entertained
from early morning until
early evening. A candle
light service in honor of
youth with AIDS was a
highlight of the National
Education Foundation Ap
preciation Dinner.
More than 40 youth
crossed the stage and lit a
candle for these special
children. The youth work
shops, facilitated by re
gional coordinators and

advisors from across the
nation, included self es
teem, drug and alcohol pre
vention, speech for compe
tition, essay writing, poet
ry, health and wellness
issues, and many other
areas. There was also a
special visit from the
author and anthropologist
Zora Neale Hurston, a Zeta
from an earlier time period.
A visit to Universal Stu
dios, the Kodak Theatre,
and the homes of the stars
were especially intriguing.
Youth awards were
presented by the youth
directors on the stage of the
Kodak Theatre during the
intermission of the Cook,
Dixon, and Young concert.
Awards for the oratorical
contest, which was directed
by Emma C. Cavin, were
checks for first, second,
third, and honorable men
tion, with scholarships to
Livingstone College in
North Carolina for all win-

ners. Erica LeCount from
Miami, Ha. was the first
place winner. The starryeyed youth enjoyed every
minute of their convention.
Josephine Lampley,
president of the St. Peters
burg Amicae chapter, rep
resented her chapter at the
Boule. Three members of
the St. Petersburg chapter
of Zeta Phi Beta excitedly
recalled the events of the
July convention Boule in
Hollywood, Calif. The con
vention attendees, in addi
tion to Emma C. Cavin,
included Daphne L. Miller,
chapter president; and

Benita E. Swanson, chapter
parliamentarian.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc., was established in
1920 on the campus of
Howard University in
Washington, DC. Scholar
ship, finer womanhood,
and community service are
the ideals on which the
organization was founded
and the precepts by which
we continue to work today.
The national theme is ZHope: Zetas Helping Other
People Excel through
Mind, Body, and Spirit.

Charley Dampens Donations as Tampa
Bay's Blood Supply at Critical Levels TAMPA BAY-Horida
Blood Services (FBS) and
Manatee
Community
Blood Center, of Horida
Blood Services, are assist
ing patients evacuated to
Tampa Bay from the areas
hit by Hurricane Charley.
Blood drive cancellations
prior to the storm, coupled
with diminished donations
over the weekend, has cre-

ated a severe blood short
age in the Tampa Bay com
munity. Blood supplies are
currently at only a one-day
level for all blood types
except AB positive.
"This is an opportunity
for people to help with the
hurricane recovery in a
selfless way," says FBS
Vice President J.B. GasVine "One donation

help four people. It takes
less than an hour and helps
save lives. "Many elective
surgeries were canceled
last week as the storm
approached, and they are
being rescheduled this
week. This means that the
demand on our communi
ty's blood supply will
increase even more."
Healthy people age 17

or older, who weigh at least
110 pounds, can probably
donate blood, and are
urged to do so as soon as
possible.
bloodmobile
hours and locations can be
found by calling 1-800-68BLOOD, or clicking on
www.fbsblood.org.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

Local Community
Groups Host Judicial
and School Board
Candidates Forum —
PINELLAS COUNTY
- Fred G. Minnis, Sr.
Bar Association, the Afri
can American Voters Re
search and Education
Committee (AAVREC),
the Community United For
Equality Now, Inc. and the
NAACP will be hosting a
candidates forum on Tues
day, Aug. 24. The forum
will be held from 6-8:30
p.m. at the Enoch Davis
Center, 1111 18th Ave. S.,
St. Petersburg.
All citizens are en
couraged to attend and par
ticipate in this forum that
will introduce the candi
dates seeking your vote in
the upcoming elections.
All Pinellas County judi-

rights, including the right

to vote.
The workshop will be
held from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
on Saturday, Aug. 21 at the
Mt. Zion Progressive Mis
sionary Baptist Church,
955 20th St. S. Lunch will
be served.
Workshop participants
will be provided with oneon-one assistance and all
the information they need
to apply. Community ac
tivists will talk briefly
about Florida’s unjust vot
ing and civil rights ban,
and about what steps every
person can take to correct
it, prior to helping work
shop participants fill out
the forms. Although recent
actions by Gov. Bush made
the form unnecessary for
some applicants, the Office
of Executive Clemency is
still accepting forms from
those who wish to apply.
"In taking away the
right to vote from thou
sands of citizens, Florida is
completely out of line with
the rest of the country,"
said Mary Alice Saunders,
local Florida Rights Res
toration Coalition (FRRC)
representative. "It’s high
time for our state to put
this shameful vestige of
the Jim Crow era behind us
and come into line with the
rest of the nation."
Currently, convicted
felons in Florida are
stripped of their right to
vote until they undertake a
lengthy application pro
cess and are granted re
storation of their rights by
the Governor and the Cabi
net, sitting as the Board of
Executive
Clemency.
Florida is one of only
seven states that deny the
right to vote to all people
with past felony convic
tions, even after comple-
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Allen/Sowell Family Reunion Flourishes With a
Caribbean Flair----------------------------------------------

cial and school board can
didates have been invited
to attend and participate.
Each candidate will be
allowed 2-3 minutes to
address the audience fol
lowed by a moderated
question and answer ses
sion. The evening will con
clude with a meet and
greet reception for all at
tendees.
Please plan now to at
tend this forum so that you
can make a well-informed
decision when you cast
your vote on Election Day.
For more information
on this event, please con
tact Lisa Brody at (727)
871-2265.

Community Leaders
and Organizations
Host Workshop to
Restore Voting Rights
ST. PETERSBURG In an effort to help end
Florida’s voting and civil
rights ban against people
with past felony convic
tions, the American Civil
Liberties Union, Commun
ities United for Equality
Now, Pinellas League of
Women Voters, Mt. Zion
Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church, Pinellas
NAACP, and Power On
will be hosting a free
workshop to assist individ
uals with past felony con
victions in applying for
restoration of their civil
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tion of the sentence. The
end result is the mass dis
enfranchisement of more
than 600,000 people in the
state of Florida, a dispro
portionate number of
whom are black.
Loss of civil rights
affects not only the right to
vote, but also the right to
hold many state job licens
es - which directly affects
people’s ability to support
their families and commu
nities through meaningful
employment.
The workshop is part
of a statewide campaign by
the FRRC, a non-partisan
coalition of nearly 40 lo
cal, state and national or
ganizations dedicated to
bringing an end to Flor
ida’s voting and civil rights
ban against people with
past felony convictions.
"At some point, when
we start creating degrees
of citizenship, we’re start
ing to create something
that’s not quite a democra
cy," said Courtenay Strick
land, Voting Rights Project
Director for the ACLU of
Florida. "Our democracy is
weakened when we deny
so many their voice and
chance to participate in
their community.”

The Allen and Sowell families reunite!
ST. PETERSBURG—
The Allen/Sowell family
celebrated their l9th re
union in St. Petersburg dur
ing the weekend of Aug. 68. This was the first time
the reunion has been held
outside of Jasper, FL, the
family home base.
Family members came
from Chicago, Washington,
D.C., Maryland, Texas,

Atlanta, Ga., and statewide
from Jasper, Tallahassee,
Gainesville, Orando, De
land, Lake City, Tampa and
St. Petersburg.
The activities began
Friday evening, Aug. 6 at
the Holiday Inn SunSpree
with a Meet & Greet Social
followed by a delicious
seafood buffet. The top of
the night was the Family

Talent Show with perform
ances that were outstand
ing and diverse. They
included oratorical, mime,
instrumental and vocal
soloists, as weU as liturgi
cal dance.
On Saturday morning,
after the official family
photo, shopping and tours
of the city filled the rest of
the day’s agenda.

The Caribbean Beach
Luau continued in spite of
the showers that came later
in the evening. The Pavil
ion at the Holiday Inn SunSpree was a blessing. An
island buffet, Calypso mu
sic and the warm breeze
gave a true island effect.
The evening concluded
with games and prizes of
family trivia, designed to

have the family get to know
each other better.
Sunday
morning
church service at Bethel
A.M.E. had special histori
cal significance for the
family. This was the place
of worship for Johnnie R.
Sowell, the father, grandfa
ther, great-grandfather and
great-great-grandfather
who first came to this area

in the early l900’s. After
service, a brunch was
served in the fellowship
hall.
Goodbyes, hugs and
kisses, with the family
directory in hand, members
made promises to keep in
touch. Plans for next year’s
reunion will start soon.

Heritage Village Seeks History Tellers for Opening Day Of
SchOOl Desegregation COmmemOratiOn On Saturday, Aug. 28
LARGO - Heritage Board of Education 50
Village historians are look Years Later: The Long and
ing for residents who lived Winding Road.
in this area during the
During the Aug. 28
school desegregatipn peri opening day festivities,
od — students, school ad area residents are invited to
ministrators,
teachers, share their first-hand recol
community activists or lections of school desegre
concerned parents - to gation on video to help pre
share their experiences. serve the community’s col
The stories would be fea lective memory of this
tured Saturday, Aug. 28, important milestone. Citi
from 1-4 p.m., the opening zens interested in sharing
day for a series of exhibits their stories are asked to
and programs to commem call (727) 582-2123.
Other opening day ac
orate the 50th anniversary
of the Supreme Court deci tivities include tours of the
sion Brown v. the Board of featured exhibits and a spe
cial reading of the land
Education.
From Aug. 28 - Oct. mark decision.
These events are spon
10, the historical village
will host two featured ex sored by the PineHas Coun
hibits, Stony the Road: ty Board of County Com
Desegregating America’s missioners, SunTrust Bank
Schools and Brown v. the and the Pinellas County

Historical Society. The
event has been financed in
part with Historical Muse
ums Grants-in-Aid Pro
gram assistance provided

by the Bureau of Historical
Museums, Division of His
torical Resources, Florida
Department of State, Secre
tary of State.

For more information www.pinellascounty.org/H
or a calendar of events, eritage.
contact Heritage Village at
(727) 582-2123 or visit the
Heritage Village website at

Office

depot
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Elementary Ebony Scholars
Ebony Tomlinson (pictured at left) is an Ebony Scholar. She is in the 5th
grade at Academy Prep. Her hobbies are singing and cheerleading.
Parents, if your child’s name is included in the Ebony Scholar listing, please
stop by the Challenger office with your child’s most recent school photo. We’d
love to showcase their pictures.

Azalea Elementary
Azalea Elementary
Bay Point Elementary
Bay Point Elementary
Bay Vista Fundamental
Elementary
Bay Vista Fundamental
Little, Jevaris
Elementary
Bay Vista Fundamental
Williams, Kaivon
Elementary
Bear Creek Elementary
Gipson, Tinesha
Bear Creek Elementary
Patterson, Aiyana
Blanton Elementary
Sanders, Alissa
Campbell Park Elementary
Scott, Mercedes
Clearview Elementary
Goodman, Azanea
Clearview Elementary
McCallister, Emmett
Cross Bayou Elementary
Evans, Denise
Cross Bayou Elementary
Griffin, Nashyia
Gulf
Beaches Elementary
Davis, Rac'shek
Gulf Beaches Elementary
Parker, Lonneisha
Gulfport Elementary
Beachum, Grady
Jamerson Elementary
Baines, Kristopher
Jamerson Elementary
Myrick, Christopher
Lakeview Fundamental
Bryant, Tierra
Elementary
Gabay-Curry, Danielle S . Lakeview Fundamental
Elementary
Lakeview Fundamental
Montes, Gabrielle
Elementary
Lakewood Elementary
Hickman, Zikeya
Lakewood Elementary
Pringles, Calvin
Lealman Elementary
Saunders, Sedale
Lealman Elementary
Williams, Markeese
Madeira Beach Elementary
Davis, Imani
James, Oshin C.
Madeira Beach Elementary
Lawton, Jazmine
Maximo Elementary
Johnson, Tyrone Darion Melrose Elementary
Melrose Elementary
Smith, Dominique
North Shore Elementary
Curtis, Kenneth D.D.
North Shore Elementary
Deas, Amber
Snead, Keiondra M.
North Shore Elementary
Boykins, Sanquayvious J .Northwest Elementary
Lauderdale, Emma
Polite, Lawrence, III
Bowen, Kiana
Grandberry, Douglas
Ealy, Gessica A.

NAACP
from front page

computer labs where kids
hang out, Cox said.
For his part, Wilcox
tried to reassure the audi
ence that he took their con
cerns to heart and he told
them he knew it would take
time to gain their trust.
Calling education "his life's
work" and he said every
child in the district was as
important to him as his
own.
Wilcox called the
achievement gap the "first

and most pressing issue."
He said he believed that
black parents sued 50 years
ago not because they want
their child to sit next to a
white child but because
they "want a great school
right across the street from
them." He says his vision is
to ensure that black stu
dents obtain an education
that equips them to com
pete and gain entry to any
college including the Ivy
League schools.
Wilcox compared the
achievement gap to two

Northwest Elementary
Orange Grove Elementary
Pasadena Fundamental
Elementary
Pasadena Fundamental
Lewis, Nacuya A.
Elementary
Pasadena Fundamental
Williams, Matthew C.
Elementary
Perkins Elementary
Monroe, De'Jhaun
Perkins Elementary
Sheiby, Kenneth D.
Pinellas Central Elementary
Davis, Fontasia
Pinellas Central Elementary
Robinson, Sydnee
Pinellas Park Elementary
Simmons, Kwintarius
Rawlings Elementary
Potts, Neahra
Rawlings Elementary
Webb, Darrian M.
Rio Vista Elementary
Baptiste, Jabari
Rio Vista Elementary
Baptiste, Nathania
Rio Vista Elementary
Watson, David
Sanderlin Elementary
Arnold, Jamaura
Matthews, VanceSanderlin Elementary
Mitchell, Ashley K.
Sanderlin Elementary
Sawgrass Lake Elementary
Curenton, Chandra D.
Sawgrass Lake Elementary
Reynolds, Shenecia
Seminole Elementary
Hughes, Tatyana
Brown, Chelsey
Seventy-Fourth Street
Elementary
Seventy-Fourth Street
Dudley, Ahkeem
Elementary
Newton, Keosha
Seventy-Fourth Street
Elementary
Sexton Elementary
Odom, Deanna
Sexton Elementary
Tomlinson, Ebony
Johnson, Kori Brianna Shore Acres Elementary
Shore Acres Elementary
Scott, Marlin
Skyview Elementary
Adams, Donnie
Skyview Elementary
Bethune, Jessica
Flores, Yesenia
Southern Oak Elementary
Pleasant, Aaron Jabari
Southern Oak Elementary
Askew, Christofer
Starkey Elementary
Harrington, Briana
Tyrone Elementary
Sampleton, Terrell
Walsingham Elementary
Ivey, Chauncey
Woodlawn Elementary
Woodlawn Elementary
McGill, Alexis C.
Wilson, Rodneesia
Meredith, Anastasia
Davis, Cydney E.

people running the 100yard dash with one starting
40 yards behind. Closing
the gap means bringing all
students to the starting line
by putting more resources
into
lower
achieving
schools. Finding money is
hard because 85 percent of
the $1.2-billion budget
already goes to salaries and
the rest covers everything
from textbooks to utility
bills, he said.
So, money needs to be
moved
around
and
although he won't have

‘ReCaxecC atmosphere with QentCe care.

Celebrating over 25years df outstanding dental care in our community.

Ligon & Ligon (D.(D.S.f P.2L
Reginald Ligon D.D.S. & Mendee Ligon D.D.S.

5201 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, Florida 33710
727-321-7880
r.ligon@att.net
Se Habla Espanol
NEW PATIENT SPECIAL SQQ.OO
INCLUDES: CLEANING-FULL MOUTH X-RAYS AND A COMPREHENSIVE EXAM.
THIS ADVERTISED FEE IS FOR NEW PATIENTS; WITH NO DENTAL INSURANCE.THIS
SPECIAL IS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OEFER. EXPIRES 09/30/2004 ***The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reim
bursed for payment for any other service, examination or treatment which is preformed as a result
of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee or reduced
fee service examination or treatment.***

NO DENTAL INSURANCE? NO PROBLEM! WE OFFER:

The Gentle Dental Plan
Our Gentle Dental plan is designed to assist patients in affording quality Dental Care at reason
able prices. This plan is a reduced fee schedule approximately 15% off regular fees and member
ship is good for one year.
Gentle Dental Membership Fees
Single plan $50.00
Family plan (up to 4 members) $150.00
Additional family members $50.00
♦Complete General and Cosmetic Dentistry
♦Cleaning -Exams - X-rays
*Crown - Bridges - Bonding- Extractions
♦Full Partial - Dentures
♦Root Canals

♦Non-Surgical Gum Therapy
♦Tooth Whitening
♦Cosmetic Dentistry
♦Emergency Care

specifics until he begins
work, he said in East Baton
Rouge he did that by put
ting more resources includ
ing pre-K in the poor
schools that were almost
100 percent black. Wilcox
said he also thinks it is
important to make teaching
in South Pinellas schools as
attractive as any other
school.
Wilcox called public
education the "last great
American ideal and what
brings us together." At the
end of the day, everyone
wants the same thing, a bet
ter education for all chil
dren, he said.
Before he was hired,
Wilcox said that he would
be visible in the communi
ty and people could expect
to meet him in the local
Walmart. At the meeting,
he announced that people
could expect to get a closer
look at him because he
planned to visit area
churches and bring his
family.
Wilcox reads with his
children nightly and had to
leave to get home to
Dunedin before their bed
time. He paused to tell The
Challenger the answer to
closing the achievement
gap is "sensitivity to the
individual needs of kids,"
and added, "I think we can
get this done."
School board member

Big Lots and Boys & Girls Clubs of
America Celebrate New Center’s
Grand Opening----------------------TAMPA - Young peo
ple at the Boys and Girls
Clubs of Tampa Bay’s
David and Casey Shear
Unit now have a new place
to do homework, use com
puters, and participate in
educational activities. Big
Lots, the nation’s largest
broadline closeout retailer
and Boys & Girls Clubs of
America (BGCA) recently
celebrated the grand open
ing of a vibrant state-ofthe-art learning center at
2313 Yukon St., Tampa, as
the final of three learning
centers to be opened across
the country this year.
The development of
the learning center is part
of Big Lots’ three-year,
seven-figure gift to BGCA.
Big Lots joined forces with
BGCA in early 2002 to
help foster positive life val
ues for our nation’s youth.
As part of Big Lots’ com
mitment to BGCA, the
company launched a pro
gram called "Values for
Life," which includes the
development of new learn
ing centers and educational
grants.
"We’re proud to con
tinue to enable America’s
young people to reach their
full potential and focus on
education," said Big Lots
Senior Vice President of
Marketing, Kent Larsson at
the Aug. 4 ceremony.
"Learning centers help
kids get the support they
need to realize their
dreams, set their goals and
ultimately achieve success
in the classroom and
beyond."
The learning center
will offer young people a
place to expand their hori-

Deejay Big Daddy James was a hit with the kids at the celebration.

Boys & Girls Club members at the David & Casey Shear Unit take a
moment to teach Loyd Barron from Big Lots a technology trick or two dur
ing the grand opening of their new learning center.

zons in a comfortable
atmosphere with guidanceoriented programs led by
full-time youth profession

als. Features that make the
learning center inviting for
children include hip, sleek
furniture as well as writing

supplies and materials,
books and games.

Auditions for Ruth Eckerd
Hall's Chocolate Nutcracker
Rescheduled for This
Weekend--------------- ----------------------

Cox said that in
today’s world ’’compe
tition is healthy" and
necessary.

Mary Brown reminded the
community their involve
ment was crucial and that
"education provides an
option of choice" for indi
viduals.
After hearing Wilcox,
Raymond Tampa, the prin
cipal of Lakewood Elemen
tary School, said he was
"willing to give him all the
support that he needs."
Because, even if they dis
agree "the bottom line is
we all care about kids."
Rouson said he was
excited about Wilcox com
ing and "cautiously opti
mistic" that he would end
the old ways that had pro
duced the achievement gap
and failures.

We Welcome Community News
and Related Pictures

CLEARWATER-As a
result of Hurricane Char
ley, Ruth Eckerd Hall has
rescheduled its Chocolate
Nutcracker auditions for
this weekend, Saturday,
Aug. 21 and Sunday, Aug.
22. Organizers are seeking
a multicultural cast of
dancers, dancer/ actors and
gospel singers ages six and
up, all skill levels. Styles of
dance performed include
Jazz, Tap, Ballet, Hip-Hop,
Modern
and
Pointe.
Interested performers need
only attend one location to
audition. Dance attire
includes leotard, tights,
jazz pants, loose fitting

shorts, and tee shirt, with
the proper dance shoes and
hair securely pulled back.
There are two opportu
nities to audition. With so
much excitement around
this years performances,
make sure to come early
and ready to perform
Saturday, Aug. 21 at John
Hopkins Middle School,
701 16th St. S., St. Peters
burg. Beginning dancer
registration is at 9 a.m. and
auditions will be held from
9:30 a.m. to noon. For
intermediate and advanced,
registration is at 12:30 p.m.
and auditions will be from
1-4 p.m.

Sunday, Aug. 22 at
Ruth Eckerd Hall's Murray
Studio Theater, located at
Ruth Eckerd Hall, 1111
McMullen Booth Road,
Clearwater Beginning dan
cer registration is at 1 p.m.
and auditions will be held
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. For
intermediate and advanced,
registration is at 3 p.m. and
auditions will be from
3:30-5:30 p.m.
For more information
on the auditions, contact
Blue Feliu at (727) 7122729.

Citizen Academy
Seeks Participants
CLEARWATER - The
Clearwater Police Depart
ment is hosting a Citizen
Police Academy from
Sept. l-Nov. 17, running
every Wednesday night
from 6-9 p.m. The sessions
will be held at the police
department (645 Pierce
St.)
The academy is open
to the public, no cost. Citi
zens will receive a T-shirt,
ball cap and manual. Each
night will feature speakers
from different depart
ments. For example: Pa
trol Functions will be dis
cussed, Laws, Investiga
tions, etc. SWAT and K-9

will put on a demonstra
tion, there will be some
hands on activities involv
ing the citizens, all in all a
very educational experi
ence. The purpose is to an
swer all those questions
anyone ever had about the
police department. The last
day is a graduation day and
the citizens will receive a
certificate and will have
their pictures taken with
the Chief.
Anyone
interested
needs to contact Officer
Schmidt at (727) 5624143. Limited to 40 peo
ple.

o
X
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COMPULSIVE GAMBLING REPORT
Young African Americans are the
Population Most Likely to be
Pathological Gamblers---------------According to nearly 20

What is Compulsive Gambling?

studies reported in the 1999

adolescents, as well as the
condensed category of

publication of the National
Research Council's, "Path

Native Americans/Asians/
Other minorities are more

ological Gambling: A Criti

likely to be problem gam
blers. Yet, young African
Americans are the popula

cal Review," in general
minorities who gamble are

every case of the 17 studies

tion most likely to be
pathological gamblers.
Therefore, while preva

examined, the proportion

lence studies may consis

at risk of developing gam
bling problems. In fact, in

of minorities among prob
lem and pathological gam
blers was greater than
among gamblers without
difficulties. These studies
indicate that this popula
tion is over-represented
among problem and patho
logical gamblers and as
such are at higher risk.

tently indicate that minori

The majority of compulsive gamblers who seek
help are not minorities
the

most likely to be lifetime

FCCG's prevalence study
among adults, Hispanics

problem gamblers. Cauca
sians are most likely to be

are most likely to be patho

at risk-gamblers and Cau

logical gamblers, while

casians and Hispanics are

Native Americans, Asians

least likely to have never
gambled. Overall, Hispanic

According

to

and Other minorities are

ties have a higher level of
prevalence among the atrisk, problem and patho
logical gambling popula
tion, the majority of com
pulsive gamblers who seek
help are not minority. In an
effort to address this grow
ing discrepancy, the FCCG
has conducted focus groups
to identify appropriate ap

WE FEATURE

proaches to raising aware
ness among this population

“SERVICE WITH

and in establishing cultur
ally relevant and communi

A SMILE”!

ty-based programs and sup

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

ports.
(AND PRICES THAT

MARKET « REITAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

WILL MAKE

brochures

YOU

addition,
produces
in

the
all

English,

Spanish and Creole to ac
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327- 8309
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STARTING AT $5.49

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin1

speaking non-English lan
guages.

FOR OVER 21 YEARS

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY
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of Health

,

Nearly 90% of Flor
idians have participated in
some form of gambling.
For most people, the activi
ty of gambling is an occa
sional recreational pursuit
and does not cause a prob
lem. It is for some, howev
er, a debilitating compul
sion affecting every area of
their lives.
Pathological gambling,
commonly referred to as
compulsive gambling, is a
progressive behavior disor
der in which a person has a
psychological uncontrol
lable preoccupation and
urge to gamble. This results
in excessive gambling, the
outcome of which is the
loss of time and money.
The gambling reaches the
point where it compromis
es, disrupts and destroys
the gambler's personal life,
family relationships or
vocational pursuits. These
problems lead to the inten
sification of the gambling
behavior.
Very often compulsive
gambling is referred to as
the
"hidden
illness"
because there are no physi
cal or visual symptoms.
There is no "telltale" smell
on the breath, no stumbling
when walking or slurring
of speech. Yet, the effects
of compulsive gambling
can be as devastating as
alcohol and drug addiction
and can result in both
financial and personal de
struction.
Since 1980, the Ameri
can Psychological Associa
tion has classified patho
logical, or compulsive
gambling, as a mental
health disorder of impulse
control. The illness is both
diagnosable and treatable.
For an individual to be
diagnosed as a pathological

The American Psychological Association has clas
sified pathological, or compulsive gambling, as a
mental health disorder of impulse control.
gambler, s/he must have
five or more of 10 criteria.
In prevalence studies, indi
viduals with three or four
of the following criteria are
considered "problem" gam
blers and those with one or
two are classified as "atrisk."
Preoccupation - Is
preoccupied with gambling
(e.g., preoccupied with
reliving past gambling
experiences, handicapping
or planning the next ven
ture, or thinking of ways to
get money to gamble).
Tolerance - Needs to
gamble with increasing
amounts of money in order
to achieve the desired
excitement.
Withdrawal - Is rest
less or irritable when
attempting to cut down or
stop gambling.
Escape - Gambles as a
way of escaping from prob
lems or relieving dysphoric
mood (e.g., feelings of

The Florida Council on Compulsive
Gambling, Inc. Can Provide Help —

...

FCCG programs and

government agencies, gam

gambling-related

Gambling

services provided under

ing operators, law enforce

before local, State and fed

(FCCG) is a not-for-profit

contract with State govern

ment authorities, academic

eral policymakers.

50lc(c) educational and

ment:

and employee assistance

The Florida Council on
■

at the recommended times

Immunize them a

Compulsive

Fonda’s two

immuniiBtion series-Thls * an
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organization

• Manages Florida’s

whose primary mission is

toll-free confidential 24-

to help persons adversely

advocacy
»Z"fronX^rkplace. by asking you,

esooree, through

I
I

helplessness, guilt, anxiety
or depression).
Chasing - After losing
money gambling, often
returns another day in order
to get even ("chasing one's
losses").
Lying - Lies to family
members, therapists or oth
ers to conceal the extent of
involvement with gam
bling.
Illegal acts - Has com
mitted illegal acts (e.g., for
gery, fraud, theft or embez
zlement) in order to finance
gambling.
Risked significant re
lationship - Has jeopard
ized or lost a significant
relationship, job or educa
tional or career opportunity
because of gambling.
Bailout - Has relied on
others to provide money to
relieve a desperate finan
cial situation caused by
gambling.
Loss of control - Has
made repeated unsuccess

ful efforts to control, cut
back or stop gambling.
Compulsive gambling
starts quietly. Winning en
hances the gambler's selfimage and ego. Losses are
rationalized as poor advice
or bad luck. However, as
losses increase and self
esteem is jeopardized, the
gambler borrows money to
"invest" in gambling in
hopes of breaking even.
The need arises to hide new
losses and borrow more
money to make up the dif
ference. At this point, lies,
loan fraud, absenteeism,
family disputes and job
changes are common dan
ger signals.
Finally, desperation oc
curs as the gambler
becomes obsessed with
getting even to cover stolen
money, withdrawals ffom
family bank accounts and
secret loans. The gambler
panics at the thought that
the gambling action will
cease if the credit or
bailouts stop. This results
in the eventual destruction
of the gambler's personal
life, family relationships
and career. The gambler
can experience severe
mood swings and suicide
may be considered and
attempted as a way out.
The costs to the gam
blers are only the begin
ning. Excessive gambling
also presents negative con
sequences to those closest
to the gambler (e.g. family
and friends), as well as to
employers (e.g. poor work
performance, theft and
embezzlement) and places
a hardship on our legal and
prison systems, and public
assistance
programs.
Overall, the cost to society,
as a result of compulsive
gambling, is considerable.

T^ether we can lead the nation i« ProWcan8 chl
Th^eUnosatooreasto'vnyW'
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and
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VETERAN'S CLAIMS

• * REFINANCE! * *

• No Time Limit For Claims •

www.SuwanneeRiver.com or

(800)868 ■9914 tor more infonnaiion.

• Service - Connected Disability
• Hospital and Outpatient Care • Insurance
• Non Service - Connected Pension
• V.A. Loan $100,000 & Up.
• Powers Of Attorney - Referral
• All Federal Agencies and Private are required by law to have
a Disabled Veterans Affirmation Action Plan

Percent
Disability
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%

MOnthly
Rate
$203
$199
$407
5539
$725

Percent
Disability
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

MOnthly
Rate
$890
$1,795
$2,155
$3,299
$4,163

MARY HUFF,
Counselor
P.O. Box 290922
Tampa, FL

FREE APPOINTMENT
HOME VISITS

Refinance your home mortgage for:
• Cash at closing
• Debt consolidation
• Lower interest rate/ lower monthly
payment
We have over 100 loan programs. We work with
perfect credit, bad credit, and bankruptcy. For a
free no obligation quotes call Eve (813)966-0735.
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NOTICE: POLLING PLACE CHANGES
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the polling places in the following precincts as heretofore established by publication for the November 5, 2002 General Election are hereby changed for the August 31,
2004 Primary Election as follows;
PRIMARY ELECTION
August 31,2004
TO - AUGUST 31. 2004

TO - AUGUST 31. 2004

PCT# FROM - NOVEMBER 5. 2002

104 Bay Vista Church of Christ
5460 7 St. S.
St. Petersburg

Lakewood United Methodist Church
5995 M L King St. S.
St. Petersburg

319

Arden Courts
9300 137 St.
Seminole

131st Street Church of Christ
11025 131 Street
Largo

108 Boyd Hill Nature Center
1101 Country Club Way S.
St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg Country Club
2000 Country Club Way S.
St. Petersburg

326

Bauder Elementary School
12755 86 Ave.
Seminole

131st Street Church of Christ
11025 131 Street
Largo

133 Presbyterian Towers, Inc.
430 Bay St. NE
St. Petersburg

Bayfront Center/Mahaffey Theater
400 1 St. S.
St. Petersburg

342

Westside Church of the Nazarene
13650 Walsingham Rd.
Largo

Harvest Temple Church
13301 Walsingham Rd.
Largo

140 American Baptist Church Of the Beatitudes
2812 8 St. N.
St. Petersburg

Great Explorations the Childrens Museum
1925 4 St. N.
St. Petersburg

344

Colony Square Apartments
13125 Wilcox Rd.
Largo

Harvest Temple Church
13301 Walsingham Rd.
Largo

142 First Presbyterian Church
701 Beach Dr. NE
St. Petersburg

Coliseum
535 4 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

356

Discovery Building
305 4 St. SW
Largo

Pinecrest Place
1150 8 Ave. SW
Largo

403

Don Vista Community Center Pass-A-Grille Beach Community Church
3300 Gulf Blvd.
107 16 Ave.
St. Pete Beach
St. Pete Beach

PCT # FROM - NOVEMBER 5. 2002

**161 Shore Acres Recreation Center
4230 Shore Acres Blvd. NE
St. Petersburg (From March 9, 2004)

**Faith Covenant Church
150 62 Ave. NE
St. Petersburg

167 First Unity Church
469 45 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

Roberts Recreation Center
1246 50 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

413

Parsley’s Mobile Home Community
17715 Gulf Blvd.
Redington Shores

Redington Shores Town Hall
17425 Gulf Blvd.
Redington Shores

168 First Unity Church
469 45 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

Roberts Recreation Center
1246 50 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

507

First Church of the Nazarene
1875 Nursery Rd.
Clearwater

YMCA of the Suncoast
1005 S. Highland Ave.
Clearwater

527

Clearwater Lawn Bowling
1040 Calumet St.
Clearwater

Clearwater Shuffleboard Club
1020 Calumet St.
Clearwater

**169 Riviera United Methodist Church
175 62 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg (From March 9, 2004)

**Faith Covenant Church
150 62 Ave.NE
St. Petersburg

174 Suncoast Cathedral
2300 62 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg L.O.O.M. #1145
2525 58 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

551

Dunedin Community Center
1141 Michigan Blvd.
Dunedin

St. Mark Lutheran Church
1120 Curlew Rd.
Dunedin

184 Shore Acres Elementary School
1800 62 Ave. NE
St. Petersburg

First Church of Christ, Scientist
6333 1 St. NE
St. Petersburg

555

Travel Towne RV Resort
29850 US Hwy 19 N
Clearwater

Doral Village
29250 US Hwy 19 N.
Clearwater

205 Child's Park United Methodist Church
3940 18 Ave. S.
St. Petersburg

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ
1137 37 St. S.
St. Petersburg

560

Palm Harbor Middle School
1800 Tampa Rd.
Palm Harbor

Bible Baptist Church
280 Riviere Rd.
Palm Harbor

209 Church of the Latter Day Saints
5425 Gulfport Blvd. S.
Gulfport

Gulfport Church of the Nazarene
1000 55 St. S.
Gulfport

564

Bible Baptist Church
280 Riviere Rd.
Palm Harbor

Palm Harbor Library
2330 Nebraska Ave.
Palm Harbor

210 Church of the Latter Day Saints
5425 Gulfport Blvd. S.
Gulfport

Gulfport Church of the Nazarene
1000 55 St. S.
Gulfport

566

Sutherland Elementary School
3150 Belcher Rd.
Palm Harbor

Palm Harbor Senior Activity Center
1500 16 St.
Palm Harbor

239 St. Therese Catholic Church
4265 13 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

Central Bible Church
3800 17 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

569

Sandy Lane Elementary School
1360 Sandy Lane
Clearwater

Sunset Point Baptist Church
1390 Sunset Point Rd.
Clearwater

245 Community Covenant Church
4501 30 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

Faith Lutheran Church
2519 49 St. N.
St. Petersburg

571

Palm Harbor Library
2330 Nebraska Ave.
Palm Harbor

Palm Harbor Senior Activity Center
1500 16 St.
Palm Harbor

249 St. Petersburg Church of Religious Society, Inc.
5200 29 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

Palm Lake Christian Church
5401 22 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

619

Four Points Sheraton Hotel
37611 US Hwy. 19 N.
Palm Harbor

Holiday Inn
38724 US Hwy. 19 N.
Tarpon Springs

258 Osceola Middle School
9301 98 St.
Seminole

Gus A. Stavros Institute
12100 Starkey Rd.
Largo

620

Rigsby Recreation Center
605 2 St. N.
Safety Harbor

Safety Harbor Community Center
650 9 Ave. S.
Safety Harbor

265 Pine Bay Community Club, Inc.
5330 77 St. N.
St. Petersburg

Sunshine Mobile Home Park
7403 46 Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

628

Lake St. George Elementary School
2855 County Rd. 95
Palm Harbor

All Saints Catholic Church
2801 Curlew Rd.
Clearwater

275 Osceola Middle School
9301 98 St.
Seminole

Starkey Road Baptist Church
8800 Starkey Rd.
Seminole

629

Forest Lakes Elementary School
301 Pine Ave. N.
Oldsmar

Oldsmar Fire Station
225 Pine Ave. N.
Oldsmar

293 Ranchero Village Mobile Home Park
7100 Ulmerton Rd.
Largo

Rosetree Village Clubhouse
7360 Ulmerton Rd.
Largo

639

The Allegro
1755 East Lake Rd.
Tarpon Springs

Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
1555 Windmill Pointe Rd.
Palm Harbor

301 Seminole Church of God
5100 Seminole Blvd.
St. Petersburg

Faith Presbyterian Church
11501 Walker Ave.
Seminole

640

Brooker Creek Elementary School
3130 Forelock Rd.
Tarpon Springs

Lakeside Presbyterian Church
505 East Lake Rd.
Tarpon Springs

316 Seminole Community Library
9199 113 St.
Seminole

Seminole Community Library @ SPC
9200 113 St.
Seminole

649

Cypress Woods Elementary School
4900 Cypress Woods Blvd.
Palm Harbor

East Lake Road Baptist Church
1190 East Lake Rd. S.
Tarpon Springs

318 Seminole Middle School
8701 131 St.
Seminole

Lutheran Church of the Good Shepherd
10891 102 Ave.
Seminole

701

First Baptist Church
1021 Gulf Rd.
Tarpon Springs

Church on the Bayou
409 Whitcomb Blvd.
Tarpon Springs

** The polling place locations for Precincts 161 & 169 Were changed for the March 9, 2004 Presidential Preference election, but will be returned to the location indicated above for the August 31, 2004
Primary Election.
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STATE NEWS
Voters to Face Abortion Notification
Issue on Election Day
Voters to face abortion notification issue on Election Day
by Jackie Hallifax
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - Floridians have
seen a lot of abortion bat
tles over the years. The
fights have occurred at the
Capitol, in the courts and
on sidewalks around the
state.
Come Election Day,
the debate moves to the
ballot box.
Voters will be asked if
they want to change the
state constitution to limit
the privacy rights of girls
under age 18. That's a nec
essary prelude to any
future state law requiring
that parents be told when
their minor daughters seek
abortions.
The measure is the first
of eight proposed constitu
tional amendments on
Florida's ballot Nov. 2.
State lawmakers voted this
spring to put the question
to voters.
The idea behind the
measure is to trump a deci
sion by the state Supreme
Court, which ruled that
requiring parental notice
for minor abortions vio
lates the privacy of teens. A
1999 parental notice law
was never enforced be
cause of court challenges
and the ruling by Florida's
high court last summer was
the
final blow.
j.-•
House Speaker John
nie Byrd, a Plant City Re
publican running for the
U.S. Senate, championed
the proposed constitutional
change in order to open the
door to a new parental
notice law.
“Parents have parental
rights to educate, to pro
vide for the health care and
to guide and nurture their
children and help them in
their maturation process,"
Byrd said in a recent inter
view.
Opponents say com
munication within a family
is a private matter that law
makers cannot and should
not mandate. That view
was argued frequently dur
ing the legislative session
and opponents pian to go
door to door to thwart the
proposed amendment.
“Government shouldn't
pull a chair up to a family's
kitchen
table,"
said
Stephanie Grutman, execu
tive director of Planned
Parenthood of Florida.
However, most states
do have either parental no
tice or parental consent
laws in place, according to
the Center for Reproduc
tive Rights, a law firm that
advocates for abortion
rights around the country.
Forty-four states have
parental involvement laws
but courts have blocked
enforcement in nine states
as well as Florida.
In Florida, the reason
parental involvement has
been found unconstitution
al is that the state constitu
tion has a specific provi
sion guaranteeing privacy
rights.
Opponents, including
Planned Parenthood and
the American Civil Liber-

House Speaker Johnnie Byrd, a Republican, is an
outspoken advocate of notification
ties Union, have filed a
legal challenge to the ballot
measure, arguing it doesn't
spell out for voters how it
would limit that state right
to privacy.
People on both sides of
the debate warn the safety
and well-being of girls
who are struggling with
unplanned pregnancies is
at stake.
Byrd and other sup
porters argue that girls are
not mature enough to make
such major decisions on
their own - particularly
when it comes to major
medical procedures. That's
why teens need parental
approval for innocuous
things such as getting ears
pierced or getting an
aspirin from a school offi
cial, they say.
Grutman and oppo
nents argue that teens who
feel they can't tell their par
ents because of a legitimate
fear of violence or because
of reluctance to disappoint
their parents may feel
forced to take drastic
measures, including self
abortions. And, opponents
say, teens don't have to tell
their parents about any
medical services associat
ed with pregnancy, ranging
from prenatal care to child
birth.
The difficulty in mak
ing a decision about abor
tion was experienced first
hand by Lindsey, a young
South Florida woman who
agreed to be interviewed
by The Associated Press on
a first-name basis only.
Lindsey, who turned
18 this summer, gave up a
newborn son for adoption
iii January. She supports
parental notice
“Your parents need to
be there to help you talk
through things, even if they
disagree,'* she said.
Lindsey was 16 when
she became pregnant. She
decided to get an abortion.
“You think of a million
excuses why it's the right
thing to do," she said.
Lindsey, however, did
tell her parents about her
pregnancy and her decision
to get an abortion. They
didn't agree with her, but
told her that the choice was
hers and that they would
support and love her no

matter what.
Lindsey missed her
first appointment. She
made a second appoint
ment. But that too fell
through and Lindsey
decided to have her baby.
Lindsey's mother, Sue,
also supports parental
notice.
“Parents have a right to
know what is going on
with their children, particu
larly with regard to any
medical procedures," she
said. "This is a family
issue,,not just a child issue,
and you can't expect kids
to make wise choices when
they're scared."
Exactly, say critics pf
parental notice.
Mona Reis, director of
a West Palm Beach abor
tion clinic, has been ah
abortion provider for more
than 20 years. Most times
girls seeking abortions tell;
their parents and many
times even bring their par
ents to the clinic, she said.
But not all can - and
those are the teens who are
going to do something out
of desperation that may be
harmful or maybe even
fatal, she said.
Ellyn Stevenson of
Stuart said her opposition
to parental notice centers
on the safety of her two
young granddaughters.
“I would hope that
they would come to their
parents or their grandpar
ents but if they don't I don't
want them going to a back
alley either," she said.
Stevenson was one of
dozens of people who testi
fied at public hearings the
state House held around
the state last fall. Cindy
Williamson, a Plant City
mother of two daughters,
testified at a hearing in
Tampa last fall.
Williamson, who sup
ports parental notice, said
her 17-year-old daughter
“couldn't even get her nose
pierced without my signa
ture."
Williamson, 36, had an
abortion herself 15 years
ago when she was a young
mother going through a
divorce. She still recalls
how devastated she was as
she walked out of the clin
ic.
As a teen, Williamson

had given a baby up for
adoption. That was hard but nothing compared to an
abortion, she said.
“I would have 10
babies and give them up
for adoption before I'd ever
have one abortion," she
said.
Harriet Kurlander, ex
ecutive director for the
southeast region of the
American Jewish Con
gress, testified against par
ental notice at the state
House hearing in Miami.
“Where there is communi
cation, children will talk
with their parents," she
said. "They don't need the
state to mandate it."
But not all families are
tike that, Kurlander said.
“Desperate children do
desperate things," she said.
“If they can't tell their par
ents they may seek out an
illegal and unsafe abortion
or, even worse, try to selfabort:"
If voters approve the
change to the Florida Con
stitution, lawmakers are
likely to come back next
spring and make their
fourth attempt to pass a
state law that mandates
either parental consent or
parental notice.
The first law, which
required that minors get
parental consent or go to
court and persuade a judge
they were mature enough
to make the decision inde
pendently, was overturned
by the state Supreme Court
in the fall of 1989.
The second law was
pared down to parental
notice in 1998 but Gov.
Lawton Chiles vetoed it.
Lawmakers passed it again
the next year. Gov. Jeb
Bush signed the measure,
sparking the legal chal
lenge that led to the
Supreme Court overturn
ing the law?

It’s Official: FAMU’s College of Law
Granted Provisional Accreditation
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
- The American Bar Asso
ciation has granted provi
sional accreditation to the
Florida A&M University
(FAMU) College of Law,
The decision was an
nounced on Aug. 9 by the
American Bar Association
(ABA), the national ac
crediting body for law
schools in the United
States.
"This is outstanding
news for our university, the
state and the nation," said
FAMU President Fred
Gainous. "Our law school
will continue its progres
sion, which signals a return
to the glory days, when
Florida A&M University
produced some of the most
distinguished attorneys in
the country. We are now
poised to improve diversity
in the legal profession and
to
serve traditionally
underserved communities.
It is another component of
a long-term strategy to
maintain academic excel
lence while returning the
College of Law to the
FAMU family."
The College of Law
will have an enrollment of
300 students this fall. The
ABA’s
announcement
means that FAMU students
will now be able to sit for

Florida’s state bar exami
nation. According to the
ABA, any school that is
granted provisional accred
itation is entitled to "all the
rights of a fully approved
law school. Graduates are
entitled to the same recog
nition as those from fully
approved schools."
"This is a momentous
day for this historic institu
tion, its alumni and our stu
dents," said College of Law
Dean Percy R. Luney, Jr.
"This confirms that we are
on the right path and that
our students are destined to
become leaders of the most
revered system in the
world."
FAMU’s law school
was established in 1949.
The fully accredited school
graduated 57 students be
fore it was closed by the
state ih 1968. Florida Gov.
Jeb Bush signed legislation
in June 2000 to reopen its
doors, admitting the first
class in 2002.
"This is very good
hews," said Bush. "Grad
uates of FAMU’s original
law school have distin
guished themselves in the
legal profession and state
government
leadership
roles across the country.
We expect that ho less will
become of the graduates of

FAMU President Fred Gainous announces the
new accreditation decision
the newly established law
school."
The university is cur
rently engaged in a capital
campaign to raise $62 mil
lion for the College of Law,
Luney said. The law school
has received significant
statewide support since it
was reopened. In 2002, the
Florida Legislature appro
priated $27 million for a
new building. The City of
Orlando provided a $7-million, in-kind donation for
land acquisition for the
new law school. The bal
ance is expected from pri
vate and public founda
tions, individuals and cor
porations.
Dozens of corporations
and law firms have already
pledged financial support
to the College of Law, he

said. University officials
are planning events to be
held later this month in cel
ebration of the announce
ment: The events will be
held at the university’s
main; campus in Tallahas
see and the law school’s
current location in Or
lando.
In addition to FAMU’s
news, Florida International
University (FIU) College
of Law also received word
bf its provisional accredita
tion, according to the ABA.
New law schools may
apply for provisional
approval after one year of
operation. FAMU and FIU
began the process in the fall
of 2003 and hosted an ABA
site evaluation team in
November.
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PINELLAS COUNTY

JUDGE
FORTY SEVEN YEAR RESIDENT OF FLORIDA
EIGHTEEN YEARS ACTIVE TRIAL EXPERIENCE
PUBLIC DEFENDER TRAINING SUPERVISOR
SAMPSON CENTER OF HOPE VOLUNTEER

INTEGRITY * REPUTATION ★ EXPERIENCE
Political advertisement paid for and approved by John Carballo for Pinellas County Judge

Your Hospice

When They’re Needed Most
We have a long way to go. So let us
hasten along the road, the road of
human

tenderness

and

generosity.

Groping, we may find one another's
hands ih the dark.
- Emily Green Balch
Ps'-

1946 Nobel Peace Laureate

NATIONAL NEWS
Miller’s Rock ‘n’ Roll Cans Lack Color-----

Rock ‘n’ Roll pioneers such as Chuck Berry, James Brown and Ray Charles seem to have been ignored
by Juliet Williams
Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) A Miller Brewing promo
tion celebrating the “50th
Anniversary of Rock 'n'
Roll" has Rolling Stone
cover shots of Elvis
Presley, Blondie and others
on eight commemorative
beer cans.
What's missing is a
black artist.
Robert Thompson, a
professor of pop culture at
Syracuse University, said
the absence is “beyond
conspicuous" since black
artists often are credited
with inventing rock 'n' roll.
'”It would be like doing a
set of cans of six great
Impressionist painters and
not including any French
people on it," he said. “It
leaves out an enormous
amount."
The brewer and the
magazine issued the cans
this summer, depicting
Elvis Presley, Blondie,
Alice Cooper, Bon Jovi,
Def Leppard and Willie
Nelson, as well as two gui
tars.
Gary Armstrong, chief
marketing
officer for
Rolling Stone publisher
Wenner Media, said race
wasn't a consideration
when choosing the artists.
“We didn't even con
sciously think pro or con,
the same way that the only
woman on there is Blondie.
We just went with the peo
ple that we thought were
appropriate," he said. “We

went through (the covers)
and said these people we
don't think are appropriate,
or wouldn't appeal to
Miller drinkers."
Armstrong noted Roll
ing Stone wasn't around for
the birth of rock 'n' roll - it
was first published in 1967
- when many formative
black artists of the genre
emerged. And many artists
who appeared on covers
balked at being associated
with a promotion involving
alcohol, he said.
Jimi Hendrix's estate,
for instance, is protective
of his image, Armstrong
said. “Again I think it
might have had something
to do with the beer."
Miller
spokesman
Scott Bussen said the com
pany started with a broad
wish list.
“I'm sure that our ob
jective was to get as diverse
a representation of musical
acts as well as diversity," he
said, but the company's
choices were limited to
Rolling Stone covers.
Miller spokeswoman
Molly Reilly said other
artists were considered, but
“these are the artists that
gave us approval td use
their images on the beer
cans."
Six of the initial 10
inductees into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in
Cleveland in 1986 were
black, including Chuck
Berry, James Brown, Ray
Charles and Little Richard.
The Hall of Fame, which is

throwing a summer concert
series sponsored by Miller
Lite, declined to comment
on the cans.
Todd Mesek, the hall
of fame's senior marketing
director, said “African her
itage is critical" to rock's
development.
“Arguably all rock and
roll came from, or at least
was greatly influenced by,
African culture," Mesek
said. “Rock and roll came
from R&B, jazz, folk. All
those genres before rock
and roll came together to
birth rock and roll."
William
McKeen,
chairman of the University
of Florida journalism
department and editor of
the book "Rock and Roll is
Here to Stay," called the list
strange.
“I look at rock 'n' roll
in racial terms. Rock and
roll is black America meet
ing
white
America,"
McKeen said. “It's about
the merger of white peo
ple's music, country, with
black people's music, rural
blues.
“I mean, sure, you can
argue that Elvis opened the
door, but then Chuck Berry
and Little Richard and Bo
Didley came through,"
McKeen said.
Armstrong said each of
the artists represents devel
opments in rock history.
For instance, Willie Nelson
represents Americana and
rock's roots, while Alice
Cooper is “stadium rock
and shock."

The artists weren't paid
to appear on the cans,
although some received
perks such as free beer or
magazine subscriptions,
Armstrong said.
He said he hasn't heard
anything negative about the
promotion, which is run
ning in conjunction with
three Rolling Stone special
editions: rock immortals,
moments and photos. In its
immortals edition, 20 of
the 50 rockers are black.
Black rocker Lenny
Kravitz has criticized link
ing rock's “anniversary" to
Elvis' entry to Sun Studios,
saying it leaves out the true
pioneers. Kravitz's agent
did not respond to an inter
view request for this story.
The cans, sold nation
wide, also feature the
Stratocaster guitars of Eric
Clapton and Joe Walsh.
The promotion is spon
sored by Fender guitars and
the Napster online music
service. It ends with a sur
prise concert Sept. 17 ahd
18 in New York City.
Thompson said every
one has an opinion when it
comes to rock, and maybe
the cans were meant to
generate buzz more than
anything else.
“My guess is a lot of
people will have a lot to say
about this list," he said.
“Oftentimes that's the
point"

WASHINGTON, DC Congresswoman Barbara
Lee (D-CA) recently an
nounced that the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Freedom
Center has received a
$98,948 grant from the
Department of Justice's
Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Preven
tion.
With the grant, the
MLK Center has launched
a Youth and Non-Violence
Leadership Team initially
composed of 24 young
people between the ages of
12 and 18 from across
Alameda and Contra Costa
Counties. The inaugural
team began its training on
Aug. 2 and will continue
throughout the month, fol
lowed by a graduation on
Saturday, Aug. 28 - the 41st
anniversary of the March
on Washington and Dr.
King's "I Have a Dream"
speech.
They spend three days
per week in trainings in
leadership skills, root caus
es of violence, unlearning
racism, ecological sustain
ability, conflict resolution,
and community organizing

Civil Case
from front page
cus," said attorney Dan
Recht, who has had numer
ous cases before Matsch?
“He's a very smart
judge that maintains com
plete control of his court
room, and that is wellrespected generally by all
sides to all litigation," he
said.
Attorneys for Bryant's
20-year-old accuser filed
the civil case in Denver
federal court Tuesday after
questioning whether the
criminal case would get a
fair hearing in Eagle
County District Court.
The attorneys said
gaffes in the criminal case
allowed the release of
information favorable to
Bryant and eroded the
woman's faith in the crimi

“The
clever
mind

Congresswoman Barbara Lee Announces
$98,000 Grant for Martin Luther King, Jr.
Freedom Center------------------------------------

nal justice system.
Prosecutors have asked
for an indefinite delay in
the criminal trial, sched-

The Original™

observes.

Congresswoman Barbara Lee
skills. The other two days
per week are spent in serv
ice placements in commu
nity-based organizations.
The team will continue
through the Fall and Spring
with after-school and occa
sional weekend programs.
The MLK Center will
also use the grant to update,
expand and reprint "Keep
the Peace - a Nonviolence
Resource Directory" and to

create a searchable online
database of the Directory.
The Directory was initially
published in collaboration
with the Alameda County
Department of Public
Health.
"I am very happy that
the MLK Freedom Center
has received this money,"
said Lee. "This grant will
enable the Center to better
carry out the effort to com-

uled to start Aug. 27, and
appealed a key ruling to the
state Supreme Court,
prompting legal experts to
speculate that the case will
be dropped. Prosecutors
say they still plan to go to
trial.
Bryant, 25, has pleaded
not guilty to felony sexual
assault. He has said he had
consensual sex with the
woman. If convicted, the
Los Angeles Lakers star
faces four years to life in
prison or 20 years to life on
probation, and a fine up to

pleaded guilty to starting a
2002 wildfire that burned
138,000 acres and 132
homes southwest of Den
ver. About 80 people, many
of whom lost property in
the blaze, packed the court
room.
Matsch was appointed
to the bench by President
Nixon in 1974 and soon
was called on to create a
school-busing system for
Denver in a desegregation
case. He lifted the system
in 1995 after ruling that it
succeeded “to the extent
practicable."
Matsch presided over
the trial of several mem
bers of the Order who were
convicted of the 1984

$750,000.
Matsch, 74, took sen
ior-judge status in summer
2003, allowing him to
reduce his caseload.
Since then, his cases
have included a complicat
ed dispute over the Denver
Broncos between owner
Pat Bowlen and former
owner Edgar Kaiser, Jr.
In March 2003, he
presided over the sentenc
ing of the woman who

The
pure

bat crime and violence
through a visionary ap
proach of shaping the
minds of our youth to believe that violence is never
an appropriate option."
"We have been deeply
moved by the response
from our young people
from Oakland and the East
Bay to our Youth Nonvio
lence Leadership Train
ing," said Claire Greensfelder, Executive Director
of the Freedom Center.
"Their serious commit
ment to our month-long
study and practice of peace
and community responsi
bility is impressive and
belies the myth that young
people today are apathetic.
We are very grateful to the
Congresswoman for her
help in securing this grant.
The Congresswoman un
derstands the need to sup
port creative, interactive
approaches to training our
young people to be a new
generation of leaders in our
community - a generation
committed to the path of
nonviolence for positive
social change."

assassination 9f Denver
radio talk show host Alan
Berg.
In other prominent rul
ings, Matsch ordered a
nativity scene removed
from the holiday display at
Denver's City and County
Building and ruled the Ku
Klux Klan had a right to
march in Denver on Martin
Luther King Day despite
the risk of violent con
frontation.
The Oklahoma City
bombing trials - which led
to McVeigh's execution and
a life sentence for Nichols
brought Matsch national
recognition.
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Bail Bonds

2523 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33711

1727) 323-1110
V Fax (727) 327-B935
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

heart

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

serves.”
- Sri
Chinmoy

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
Pubfejl

She will tell you just what you want io know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNS

You Can Find These Products At T iese Locations:

CARLA'S HAIR AFFAIR

321-6802
Today's HAlR
323-9445
Angela's HAlR Safar!
323-4840
C & C HAlR DESlGN
447-3090

WAVEii

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to

BYOESIGN™

5SSH4T1ALS'“

Perfection
321-5545

TOTAL

L'orkel's HAlR DESlGN
327-3354
Robert's HAlR Salon
866-7070

Za-Lavar's
321-1930
Center Stage Un!Sex Salon
327-4074
A Precious Touch
321-8146
Meme's Beauty
322-1712

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Danny Glover Pulls Support
from Haitian Bicentennial
Cruise------------------------------------

Abortion Law in Nigeria Takes Toll
by Tove Olori

operated a pharmacy in the

ing ffom botched abortions

ical Associations and So

researchers who undertook

LAGOS, Nigeria (IPS)
- The fight for human

capital, Abuja - but who
was neither a doctor nor a

have made the procedure

cieties, also believes it is

one of the leading causes of

essential to alter Nigeria's

a survey of abortions in
Nigeria between 1996 and

brate Haiti's bicentennial
with black celebrities

rights in Nigeria has re

qualified pharmacist. Toyin

1997,

was given drugs to induce

maternal death in the coun
try.

abortion laws.

ceived ample coverage, as

"For us to reduce the

showed that about 366,000

including dancer Katherine
Dunham, National Urban

has that for fairer distribu
tion of oil revenues - and

abortion in her fifth month

Now Ipas, a United

carnage of our women

unsafe abortions were per

of pregnancy.
While the fetus died, it

States-based non-govem-

through unsafe abortion,

mental organization (NGO)

the law has to regulate

formed in the country
annually.

the

study

League President Marc

the battle to curb endemic

Morial and Essence maga

corruption. But, Nigerian

was not flushed from the

that works for women's

abortion services, deter

zine

women have another, and

womb. Toyin began experi

health and reproductive

mine who performs it and

The researchers were
sponsored by the United

often more pressing fight

encing severe pain, and was

rights, is calling for Ni

where it can be performed.

States-based Alan Gutt-

Editorial

Director

Susan Taylor.
Poet Sonia Sanchez

Both Danny Glover and poet Sonia Sanchez
canceled their appearances

said

on their hands - for abor

ultimately hospitalized in a

geria's abortion laws to be

If abortion services are

macher Institute - which

also canceled her appear

tion rights.

facility near her village of

reviewed.

Ogori, some 200 kilome

"What we are saying

reproductive health issues -

Glover said it was

It's a struggle that
Toyin Aje knows some

available in public hospi
tals, quacks will be dis

investigates

ance.

ters south of Abuja. Al

about reforming the abor

couraged," says Oye-Ade

and the Nigerian Campaign

“impossible for us to be

thing about. When she fell

though doctors there man

tion law is we should

niran, who is also an obste

Against Unwanted Preg

neutral" in view of what he

pregnant with a child that

aged to save her life, she

include rape and incest in

trician and gynecologist at

nancy, an NGO.

called a coup that sent

her boyfriend was not pre

sexual

and

was told that she would not

- A

the law, which presently

loss of life, oppression and

Aristide out of the country

pared to bring up, they con

be able to have more chil

allows abortion only to

cruise commemorating the

the
Lagos
University
Teaching Hospital.

even though abortions are

incarceration of thousands

Feb. 29.

cluded that abortion was

dren.

save a woman's life. The

Haitian bicentennial left

In 2000, the UN set

mostly outlawed in Ni

of Haitians, I have can

A U.S.-led multina

the best way of dealing

Miami

Danny

Glover, an instrumental

ty by three-quarters by

the country was higher than

'Cruising into History,'”

arrived in Haiti after a

with the situation. The state
disagreed.

decision to abort should
also be the wish of the

geria, the rate of abortion in

tional force of 3,600 troops

Gloria Oguntola, who
lived in the commercial

reducing maternal mortali

celed my participation in

supporter of the trip who

Glover said before the

three-week rebellion. From

pulled his support as a
political protest.

seven-day
cruise set sail.

exile in

MIAMI

(AP)

without

They also found that

center of Lagos, was not

woman," Ipas country di

2015 as one of its Millen

that of many Western Euro

In Nigeria, abortion is

that fortunate. Her illegal

rector for Nigeria, Ejike

nium Development Goals.

pean states. In addition, the

South Africa,

only permitted if the proce

The eight goals focus on amongst other things -

incidence of abortion in

dure is needed to save the

abortion caused her to
bleed to death.

Oji, told IPS.

Aristide has accused the

About 500 people paid
$1,500 to $2,500 to take

United States of being

life of a woman. Abortion

"We do not know who

million

improving health and edu

that of the United States,

behind his overthrow, a

to hold responsible because

women around the world

the new government in
stalled after the ouster of

cation, and reducing pover

where abortion is legal.

the cruise,

claim Washington
denied.

under other circumstances
is punishable with up to

seek abortions each year,

ty around the world.

seven years imprisonment

she could not tell us before
she died. I leave everything

President
Aristide.

litical opportunity to cele

for the woman concerned,

to God," Gloria's father,

while the doctor who per

John Oguntola, told DPS.

forms the procedure can

The United Nations Popu
lation Policy Data Bank
estimates that only 40 per
cent of abortions in Nigeria

Glover said he did not
want to appear to support

Jean-Bertrand

Caribbean

which was

billed a historical, nonpo

has

“Due to the increasing
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

ly critical political situation
in Haiti, which resulted in a

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 P.M.
MONDAY

spend 14 years in jail.
As Toyin was unable to
get an abortion in a public

Hires

hospital, the couple sought
the help of someone who

Hairstylirg
3427 llth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

are performed by doctors.
The complications result

A 2004 report by Ipas
says

about

46

more than half of them

religious

The researchers con

leaders in Nigeria have

cluded that while improved
access to contraception

tary conditions. A quarter

argued against legalizing
abortion, saying life is

would reduce unplanned
pregnancies and hence

of these unsafe abortions
occur in Africa.

sacrosanct from the mo
ment of conception.

abortions, greater access to
safe abortion was needed to

Boniface Oye-Adeni
ran, president of the Con
federation of African Med

. Oye-Adeniran,
who
formed part of a team of
Nigerian and American

protect the health of Ni

resorting to untrained pro
viders who work in unsani

However,

Nigeria was comparable to

gerian women.

GOD BLES& AMEDICA1

OBITUARIES
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

COOPER, RUTH A., 75,
died August 5,2004. Survivors
include four daughters, Jeannie
R. (Levy) Williams, Gloria B.
Johnson, Jo Francis (Gonavers)
Hawkins
and
Mahalia
Arrington; 10 grandchildren,
Levy Williams, Jr., Connie
William McKinney, Rufina L.
Jackson, Vemetha L. Waters,
Laura A. alien, Otto C. Wilson,
Darrell Lynn Cooper, Nina
Santashia Watson, Marketta N.
Hawkins and Celine Cooper;
23 great grandchildren; eight
great great grandchildren; one
sister, Grace A. Williams; two
brothers, Charles Allen and
Nathaniel
Allen;
two
Goddaughters, Sara Cole and
Helen Johnson and one God
sister, Francis Wallace. McRae
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.
LEAKS, BRENDA, 46,
died August 2,2004. Survivors
include her husband, Matthew
Leaks, Sr., St. Petersburg; one
son, Matthew Leaks, Jr., St.
Petersburg; three daughters,
Tiffany (Dominic) Moses,
Tarsha Ponds and Tara Menzli,

all of St. Petersburg; her moth
er, Gertrude (Arthur) Seago
Roe, St. Petersburg; her stepfa
ther,
Johnnie
Franklin,
Orlando; two sisters, Flora
Franklin, Orlando, and Janet
Franklin, St. Petersburg; four
grandchildren; and several
nieces, nephews, other rela
tives and friends. Smith
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.
MELVIN,

KENNETH

Ernestine Phillips, Deborah
(Ernest) Harris, Annie (James
Neal) Mobley and Ramona
Hunter, all of St. Petersburg;
five brothers, Sinclair Hunter,
Herman (Carolyn) Bailey,
Craig
Hunter,
Michael
(Joanne) Bailey and Elijah
Bailey, all of St. Petersburg;
two aunts, Rosa Marshal, St.
Petersburg,
and
Momon
Richardson,
Philadelphia,
Penn.; two uncles, Binnie
Roberts, Ga., and Jessie
Roberts, St. Petersburg; nine
grandchildren; and several
nieces, nephews, other rela
tives and friends. Smith
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.
THOMPSON,
DOBIE
LEE, 41, died August 9, 2004.
Survivors include his compan
ion, Beverly Maynor, St.
Petersburg; three children,
Carriette, Tyles and Dobie, Jr.,
all of Albany, Ga.; four
stepchildren,
Marquez,
Lorenzo, Quin and Skeeter, all

fhaifks for the Meipories

Happy Birthday
Elizabeth L. Martin Ellison
August 17, 1920 to February 23, 2001

QK

wilt a[wayi tzeasuze Z/te era[uaffe

testimonies. ofyouz [ife in youz sweet,
sweet sjiizit, ana foz tfiis ure aze
apfzeciatiere.
of St. Petersburg; his mother,
Carrie White, St. Petersburg;
one brother, Hilton (Loree)
Thompson, St. Petersburg; his
Godmother, Irene Maynor,
Albany, Ga.; two uncles, Willie
James Thompson and Willie
Joe Thompson, both of St.
Petersburg; one great aunt,
Ruby Lee, St. Petersburg; one
great uncle, Jake Daniels, St.
Petersburg; and several nieces,
nephews, cousins, other rela
tives and friends. Smith
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

Jloere,
The Batson, Davis, Ellison, Gaskin,
Martin and Scruggs Families.

"It's all taken care of”

PRAYER
HELPS

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

THEODORE, 47, died recent
ly. Survivors include his wife,
Annie Melvin, St. Petersburg;
two sons, Michael Melvin and
Erick Melvin, both of St.
Petersburg;
one
stepson,
Darrell Reed, St. Petersburg;
two stepdaughters, Sherika
(Charles) Reed and Serria
Reed, both of St. Petersburg;
five sisters, Barbara Jeffeson,

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and

jjg

SK

Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and Won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

nS1,

D

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church----------------------"The Lord is my shep
herd I shall not want."
Psalm 23:1

have been planned for the
upcoming months. Our

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist
Church----------------------

Church and Academy
Welcome Hew
Growth---------------------

In recognition of the

you know have a drug or

prayer is that we make

beginning of the 2004-

alcohol problem? It’s time

Greetings in the name

this celebration a success!

of our Lord and Savior,

• The time has come

2005 school year, Mt. Zion
Progressive Missionary

Jesus Christ. Pastor Clar

for the first Adam and

Baptist Church is hosting a

can help. Call today to
begin your free "Confiden

ence A. Williams and the

Eve Cook-Off between
the men and women, this

back to school jam.

In

tial Recovery," on Fridays

Mt. Zion church family
cordially invite you to

Sunday, Aug. 22 after the

at 7 p.m. at the Kings Kid’s
Academy Building, 950 -

attend worship services

11 a.m. worship service.

addition to a live DJ, this
free celebration will in
clude mime performances,

with us at 919 - 20th St. S.

Come prepared to taste
those special recipes that

sports events, health fair,
fashion show and games.

member or someone you
know is interested in learn

Other activities will in

ence to all our services in

have been past down
through the years. You

ing about or coping with
substance abuse, please

the upcoming week.
Our early morning

don’t want to miss this
treat from the best main

supplies, food and more.
You do not have to be a

service begins at 7:30 a.m.
with praise and thanksgiv

dish to delightful des
serts. Join us for a time of

church member to attend.

(727) 481-2609.
Mt. Zion Human Ser

(This event, sponsored by

vices, Inc. provides after

ing filling the sanctuary as
we prepare our hearts and

great food, fun and fel
lowship!

Mt. Zion’s Youth and
Children Ministries, was

school training and tutor

minds for worship.
Our Church School
commences at 9:30 a.m.

• The Evening of Ele

postponed due to the threat

gance Banquet will be
held at the Renaissance

of Hurricane Charley. We

We encourage you to join

Vinoy on Sept. 10. Join us

a later date.)

us as we collectively leam

for a delightful meal and

Crown Financial Min

grades, on-line practice for

more of the Word of God

our production of "The

istry: Teaching God’s peo

the FCAT, ACT/SAT prep,

together.
Our

Glory Train" which will

ple His financial princi

earn your high school

contemporary

include Zion Oscar-win

pals. For more information

diploma, earn your GED

worship service is at 11

ning cast. Our worship

and to emoll for the next

and earn an opportunity to

Pastor John A. Evans,

evangelist is Pastor An

a.m. Come and partake in

experience, Sept. 19 at

class, contact the church

be selected to win a free

Sr. and the first family

the service as we lift high

7:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. We

office at (727) 894-4311.

computer,

the name of Jesus. The

anticipate

Youth Choir will provide

Our doors are always open,
and we welcome your pres

clude give-a-way of school

to make a change, and we

20th St. S. If you, a family

contact A.J. Murphy at

ing services for youth ages
14-18 through the Youth
Opportunity Center. The

New
Philadelphia
Community Church and
Bishop Academy II Chris
tian School commenced
another year of love and
partnership.
God has
blessed this church-school
relationship with new
growth, both spiritually
and numerically.
The academy and
church welcome God’s
blessings of increase and
solidarity among these two
viable Christian entities in
the Childs Park/Twin
Brooks
neighborhoods.
Church and school are an
integral part of these neigh
borhood groups through a
collaborative relationship
with the United Methodist
Ministries, Inc.

, New Philadelphia con
gratulated Jerold Robinson
and Brandi Williams who
recently departed our city
to commence college ca
reers. Resuming college
studies in Tallahassee are
Rachel Cato and Lori
Jones. Y’deshia Alsup and
Ashon Nesbitt have both
returned to school to con
tinue graduate studies in
Gainesville and Tallahas
see respectively.
Orientation for new
members will continue to
take place on Wednesday
evening at 6:30 p.m. in the
church’s conference room.
Pastor will provide litera
ture
and
instruction
throughout duration of
these sessions.

Broken Bow Lawyer
Defends Christian
Religious
Expressions------------

The Christmas nativity scene has a place in any
town square
BROKEN BOW, Neb.
(AP) - Jason White

Civil Liberties Union filed

believes

Christmas

presence of a nativity scene

nativity scene has a place
in any town square and that

- an image of the moments

he can show anyone how to

public property in the town

make it happen - legally, of

square of White's home

course.

town, Broken Bow, during

drew Thomas ffom Colum-

A lawyer, White has
joined forces with the

the Christmas season. To
avoid litigation, the scene

along, with the Friendship

bia/Lugoff,

Each

Alliance Defense Fund, a

was moved to a church.

Missionary

Baptist

night there will be a differ

praise and worship all

conservative legal group

Church, cordially invite

ent choir and usher board

ministry in song through

day long. You don’t want

serving in song and min

out the day.

to miss this service. Let us
come together and bless

with about 750 attorneys
nationwide. Fewer than 10

removed it," White said.

you to attend worship ser
vices with us at 3300 - 31st

istry. Please contact the

lawyers belong to the

cials he would defend

St. S. this Sunday. We also
invite you to all church-

church office for more

group in Nebraska, White

them, for free if need be.

details at (727) 906-8300

said.

related functions in the up

or log on to www.fmbcthe-

The nativity scene was
returned to the city square
after ownership of the

Other ministries in
clude:
•

a

glorious

the Lord!
Monday

-

Bible

Looking for a church

• Wednesday - Early
morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;
Vintage Bible Study, 11

home? We extend an invi
tation to you to join us. We
as a church share the love
of God and the Holy Spirit
reigns. We’d love to have

Study, 6 p.m.

will reschedule the Jam for

Do you or someone

program offers an opportu
nity to improve your

For

further

information, please contact

Rock of Jesus
Missionary Baptist
Church ----------------

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
Church-----------------S.C.

the

The Rock of Jesus

Missionary Baptist Church

coming week.

ship.com.

The Fund supports the
spread of Christian ideals

Missionary Baptist Church
cordially invites you to
come and share in our first
church anniversary cele

The first church serv
ice begins at 7:45 a.m. with
devotion being led by the
Youth Ministry. The Youth
Choir will sing, and the

• On Aug. 22, we will
fellowship with Pastor
Frank Peterman and Rock
of Jesus Church.
Please pray for those

by defending traditional
family values, the sanctity
of human life and the
expression of religious

a complaint against the

after the birth of Jesus - on

“I was just mad they
White told city offi

bration to be held on

Upcoming events:

you!
Thought for the week:

with the Rev. John A.
Evans.
You won’t want to
miss this awesome hour of
praise and fellowship.

Sunday, Aug. 22.

Come, and bring a friend.

Youth Ministry will serve

injured, hurt and devastat

• Get ready, and get

"God is worthy of all your

group's Web site.

Our morning praise

Share with us, as we honor

in ushering. Pastor Evans

ed by the storm. Help when

National

and worship service begins

God for His faithfulness

will deliver the message

and where you can, and ask

ministries

at 9:30 a.m. with our pas

and His enduring bless

from God Almighty.

and seek God for guidance.

group, including James

tor,

Church Sunday School

We also wish to ex

Dobson of Focus on the

Bow's nativity scene chal

Peterman, Jr. bringing a

ings.
We are located at 4201

begins at 9:30 a.m. with the

press our sincerest condo

Family and Bill Bright of

lenge, a former law school

mighty Word from the

Sixth

St.

assistant superintendent in

lences to the Smalls family.

Campus

classmate of White's, Jeff

Lord.

Petersburg. You may con

charge. A second church

Be blessed, and thank

Then make plans to

tact our church office at

service is held at 10:30

God for His grace and

“We're losing our reli

come back at 4 p.m. when

(727) 895-7700 for more

a.m.

mercy through this past

gious freedoms," White

we will host Friendship

information.

storm!

said.

a.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6
p.m.

involved, "Harvest Day
2004"

is

quickly

ap

proaching. Several events

praise."
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church------- —
"We can’t without God,
and God won’t without us."
The New Hope Mis
sionary Baptist Church

at 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Band is held on
Thursdays at 11 a.m.
Night of Joy celebra

ery one to worship with us.

tion at the Magic King

spirit-filled

dom!

This event will be

Sunday

sponsored by the Youth

School. We have some dy

Ministry on Sept. 11. For

namic teachers. Sunday
School begins at 9 a.m.

further information, please
call the church office at

Parents - please come and

(727) 896-5228.

bring your children so that

New Hope’s Appetizer

the entire family can leam

Theater would like to thank

about the good God we

the community for the

serve.

great turn out on Saturday,

At 10:15 a.m., a pow
erful devotion will be led

Aug.
14. The play,
"Southside Story," was a

by the deacons of New

huge success.

Hope. Praise and worship

was originally scheduled

song service begins at

for Friday, Aug. 13, but

10:30 a.m. The Voices of

because of Hurricane Char

Hope will sing, led by min

ley, it was switched to

ister of music Tony Young,

Saturday, Aug. 14. We

accompanied by Vemard

thank you, because it was a

McKenny; Bobbie Tampa,

spirit-filled and a very well

directress;

Childs, percussionist. The

put together play written
and directed by our own

Bread of Life will be

Larry Bryant. The New

served by our own pastor,

Hope family would like to

the Rev. Carlos L. Senior.

thank the St. Petersburg

and

Marcus

Rev.

Frank

St.

S.

in

WHEN YOU'RE DOWN
TO NOTHING, GOD IS UP
TO SOMETHING!

community for their sup

Prayer Meeting/Bible

port.

Study is held on Tuesdays

God Said,
‘If we make one step,
He’ll make two!”

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church------Bethel

Metropolitan

hood.

started

Crusade

the

for

sponsored, it is legally
allowable on city property.
Following

Downing

of

Broken

Lincoln,

encouraged White to join
Alliance Defense Fund.
White said his semi

White said that in 1892

nars are “centered on free

the U.S. Supreme Court

dom of religion, not free

stated, '”We are a Christian

dom from religion."

nation.'" But in 1989 the

He counsels students

Supreme Court declared,

on their rights of refigious
expression while at school.

Baptist Church extends an

Presenters for this as

“'The purpose of the First

invitation to join us in the

semblage will include the

Amendment is to mandate

A question he is frequently

celebration, cultivation and

Rev. Pat Clark, Internation

that the government remain

asked is whether prayer is

communication

al Church Without Walls;

secular,"' he said.

OK at high school gradua

of

His

Fruster,

White conducts semi

for both 8 and 11 a.m. ser

Without Walls Internation

nars in the region, quoting

vices on Sunday; Sunday

al Church; Evangelist Aya

the

founding

graduations. An individual

school at 9:30 a.m. and

ko Watkins, Victory Chris

fathers such as Thomas

rightfully on the graduation

prayer meeting and Bible

tian Center; Praise and

Jefferson, James Madison

Study on Wednesday at

Worship

Diane

and others. White said the

stage, such as a valedictori
an, can say a prayer. But

6:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. re

Hughes, Mt. Pilgrim Mis

quotes provide proof that

school

spectively.

Youth

sionary Baptist Church and

the intentions of those

direct prayer to be a part of

Ushers and Male Ministry

WRXB’s on-air talent; and

early Americans was for

ceremonies, he said.

Choir

on

the keynote speaker, Dr.

Sunday.
The Christian Educa

Gloria Holmes from Bethel

the United States to be
grounded upon the Bible.

individual, acting as an

Baptist Church in Tallahas

“We are far away from

individual, is a freedom

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR:

tion Department is joyous

see. The ministry is expect

what our founding fathers

• Local and Long Distance Charters
• Airport Transfers
• Convention and Airport Shuttles
• School Events / Field Trips
• Senior Group Events
• Church Group Events
• Fraternal Events
• Business Trips / Corporate Charters
• Government Functions
• Sporting Events
• Shopping Trips
• Casino Trips
• Family Reunions
• Military Reunions
• Travel Agencies

ly waiting for you on

ing

intended for us," he said.

protected under the First
Amendment, he said.

Saturday, Aug. 21 ffom 10

group of women from the

a.m. - 3 pm, for its women

Tampa Bay area open to

of grace seminar. The

receiving God’s purpose in

theme, "Women of Grace

their lives. A continental

at

a

breakfast and lunch will be

Purpose," promises to give
this seminar an innovative

served.
For additional registra

and enthusiastic approach

tion information call (727)

to all attributes of woman-

327-0554.

Word. Our doors are open

The play

Weekly Events:

• This week, we will be

Christian

Christ.

having a revival. Our guest

Upcoming Events:

family invites each and ev
Come join us for a

the

beliefs, according to the

scene was transferred from
the city to the Broken Bow
Ministerial Association.
White argues that as
long as the display is not a
state action or government

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

1-800-282*8020 OR 727-526-9086
FAX: 727-522-5548

the

The

will

Well

serve

with

Pastor

Brenda

an

Leader

overwhelming

THE KEY TO HEAVEN
HUNG ONA NAIL

nation's

tions.
Prayer is allowed at

officials

cannot

A prayer made by an

In 2000, the American

Trust in the
Lord with alt
thine heart
and lean not
unto thine own
understanding.
1
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Grace Available to Those Struggling
with Sexual Immorality---------------------

Group Discovers John the Baptist
Cave--------------------------------------------------

bv James L. Lambert

by Karin Laub
KIBBUTZ TZUBA,
Israel (AP) - Archaeolo
gists said they have found a
cave where they believe
John the Baptist anointed
many of his disciples - a
huge cistern with 28 steps
leading to an underground
pool of water.
During an exclusive
tour of the cave by The
Associated Press, archaeol
ogists presented wall carv
ings they said tell the story
of the fiery New Testament
preacher, as well as a stone
they believe was used for
ceremonial foot washing.
They also pulled about
250,000 pottery shards
from the cave, the apparent
remnants of small water
jugs used in baptismal ritu
al.
"John the Baptist, who
was just a figure from the
Gospels, now comes to
life," said British archaeol
ogist Shimon Gibson, who
supervised the dig outside
Jerusalem. However, others
said there was no proof that
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John the Baptist ever set
foot in the cave, about 2 1/2
miles from Ein Kerem, the
preacher's hometown and
now part of Jerusalem.
"Unfortunately,
we
didn't find any inscrip
tions," said James Tabor, a
religious studies professor
at the University of North
Carolina at • Charlotte.
Tabor and his students have
participated in the excava
tions. Both Tabor and
Gibson said it was very
likely that the wall carv
ings, including one show
ing a man with a staff and
wearing animal skin, told
the story of John the
Baptist. The carvings stem
from the Byzantine period
and apparently were made
by monks in the fourth or
fifth century.
Gibson said he be
lieved the monks commem
orated John at a site linked
to him by local tradition.
Gibson said the carv
ings, the foot washing
stone and other finds, taken
together with the proximity

of John's hometown, con
stituted strong circumstan
tial evidence that the cave
was used by John.
John, a contemporary
of Jesus who also preached
a message of redemption, is
one of the most important
figures in Christianity. The
discovery, if confirmed,
would be among the most
significant breakthroughs
for biblical scholars in
memory.
The cave is on the
property of Kibbutz Tzuba,
an Israeli communal farm
just outside Jerusalem. A
member of the kibbutz,
Reuven Kalifon, knew of
the cave's existence - the
community's nectarine or
chards run right up to the
mouth of the cave - but it
was filled with soil almost
to the ceiling.
In 1999, Kalifon asked
Gibson to inspect the cave
more closely. The archaeol
ogist, who has excavated in
the Holy Land for three
decades, crawled through
the small opening and
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began removing boulders
near the wall of the cave.
When he pushed aside one
of the stones, he saw a head
carved into the wall - the
top of the figure he believes
depicts John.
Gibson, who heads the
Jerusalem Archaeological
Field Unit, wrote a book,
entitled "The Cave of John
the Baptist," to be pub
lished later this week.
Gibson said the cave 24 yards long, around four
yards wide and four yards
deep - was carved in the
Iron Age, somewhere be
tween 800 and 500 B.C., by
the Israelites.
Believers would have
walked down 28 stone
steps. To their right, they
would have discarded their
clothes in a niche carved
into the wall.
At the bottom of the
steps, they would have
placed the right foot onto a
stone with an imprint of a
foot.
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When Life Knocks
You to Your
Knees.
You’re in the
Perfect
Position to Pray!

EXERCISE DAILY WALK WITH THE LORD!

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

0/ (fact
Pillar and the Ground Of Truth
930 - 18th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(Near Tropicana Field)
Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays) Prayer - 10:00am
James W. PaschaI
Sabbath School - 10:30am • Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm
Pastor
Come expecting a miracle!
For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643 • email: jpaschal@verizon.net

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Moming 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm
.

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Pentecostal Teipple Church of God ip Christ
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South
St Petersburg, FL 33712

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc (0>tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

^230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Church

Missionary Baptist
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Saiijt JohP Primitive Baptist Cljurch

BETHEL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Friendship

■ ■■■■■ ■ ■■■■ ■ ■■■■■ ■

Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor
Morning Glory

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School .................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class..............9:00 A.M.
Morning-Worship........................... 10:30A.M.

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

“fA cfiurcfi working togetherfor the upbuifding of (fod's kingdom”

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 RM.
Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 RM.

Genesis Worship Center Church
1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33V13
(727) 898-5571 • Fax: (727) 898-5581 • gwcc @ email.com

First Baptist Institutional
Church
l.fe:' '.'Wi.igLg," '"'"i—

Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

Real Love, Real People...
A Church That (Makes A Difference!

SOUTH

ST. PETERSBURG, FL

Phone:

323-7518

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00
Come Worship

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Phillipians 3:14 “1 press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

10:00am
11:30am
> 7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

1820 Walton Street S., St.
Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

3144 Third Avenue

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

a.m.

WITH

THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Blessed Hope Bible College
“7o Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time”
For A Limeted Time Only!

NO MONEY DOWN!!
St. John Missionary
(Baptist Church.
1500 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
ClearWater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. FIeming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

Sunday Service...................................... 8:00a.m.
Sunday School.................................................. 9:30a.m.
Vlorning Worship...................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................... 5:00p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
‘The church where everybody is somebody ond Christ is ott.

Mdt.

Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson
President. Founder/Co-Founder

816 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603
813-237-6076
Toll Free: 1-877-428-6588

www.blessedhopebiblecollege.org
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^Neftr ’Philadelphia Community Church

Greater Mt. Zion
African MeThodisT
Episcopal Church

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

WHEN YOU’RE
DOWN TO

3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

NOTHING,

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin...............................................................Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry...................... ......................................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry........................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry................................................................................................. Wyvonnia McGee

COD IS UP TO

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"
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CONCORD tUSSlONARV BdPTlST CHVRCH
All Worship Services are held at:
855 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Phone: (727) 244-0831
or 244-0832
Sunday School ......................... 9:30 a.m.
Worship Experience.......................10:50a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday ...............................7:00 p.m.
In All thy Ways Acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy path.

(Proverbs 3:6)

Rev. Willie D. Miller
Pastor

SOMETHING!
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The New Latter Day Deliverance Ministries, Inc.
800 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707

BETHEL
METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Pastor
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705

8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack
Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Sunday Worship Services:

Wednesday: Prayer
Meeting/Bible Study

10th Street Church Of God

7:00 P.M

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

(727) 322-0113 • Alt: (727) 642-9839

207 - 10th Street North • St Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

Toll Free: (866) 890-1400

"Church of The Open Door”
Sunday School:...................
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship:............................11:00 a.m.
Diesday Night Bible Study:..................................... 7:30p.m.
Diesday Night Prayer:.............................................. 7:30p.m.
Friday Night Praise Service:................................... 7:30p.m.

Pastors
Elder Leon Lavelle Thomas
Pastor Vivian Powell Thomas

‘Where .Jesus Is Lord’

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith

Sunday Morning Prayer ................................... 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School.......................................................................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship............................................................11:00a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.................................. 7:15p.m.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Bro. Robert Smith

900 - l6th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 89-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Stuy 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Sunday Morning Bible Class................. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship............. .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.............. 7:00 p.m,
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.... .7:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

J4 Tdoman After

(jod’s
Own (Heart...

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

Elder A.P. Conage, Paster
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

‘One weekjfrom church makes one weakf ”

Spirituady Connected
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Cafffor Trayers &
Testimonies

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Trinity Presbyterian Church, USA
2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810

City of Refuge
Christian Church of Clearwater
3734 - 131st Ave. N., Suite 6, Clearwater, FL 33762
Phone: (727) 540-0988 • Fax: (727) 556-0150
Email: corccclw@yahoo.com

Sunday School 9:30-10:45 aan.
Morning Glory 10:45-11:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study 7:15 p.m.

You are invited, to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone..

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship............. ...........................7:45 a.m.
Sunday School........... .....................
9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship..............................10:50 a,m.
Baptist Training Union ................................ 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship..........Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Pastor Jerome and
Kisha Jordan

“A place where you can experience the breath of
God that giveth life”

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday

8am, 11am Morning Worship
9:45am Church School
5pm Celebration

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"A New Beginning In Christ’1

(727) 896-5228

Monday
Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

All Worship Services are held at:
Covenant Presbyterian Church

Sunday Services:

4201
Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Rorida
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 14542 • Stj Petersburg, FL 33733-4542

Churcli School.....................9am

Phone: 727.895.7700

Praise & Worship Service....10:30am
Scheduled Services - Sunday

Diesday Services:

Church Education Assembly (Church School) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time.- 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m
Worship Service - '10.00 a.m

Wednesday
Noonday Prayer
6-8pm Kid’s Club
6:30pm Ministerial Training
7:30-8:45pm Bible Study

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Prayer Service..........................6:30pm
Bible Study.............................. ...7pm
Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Rev. Peggy M. Peterman

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Assistant Pastor

On (fduat tAe Mliel 7£.»cA, *7 dtvuteC — ott atAvt

Rev. G. M. Curry

SSS^BSB

11:00 AM ..................................... Worship
12:30 I’M After Service Fellowship
Wednesday - 6:30 I’M Prayer and Bible Study

Communion — Every First Sunday BibIe Study — Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

Early Morning Worship...............................
7:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship................................................................ 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union..... ..........................................4:30 p.m.
Communion.......................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............. ..............................:............ ,....... 7:30 p.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

9:00 AM ........................Prayer Time
9:30 AM .................Sunday School

Schedule of Services
Church School’................. ..
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..........5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday............ .... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Ordained Missionary
ffohnnie Mae (Howard
Caff: 727 895-5239

Queen Street
Church Oe God In Christ

The church where what God’s word teaches
practiced!

(& edtAiay

Join us as we lift up the name ofJesus

Thursday
Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

Monday, Wednesday, Saturday
6am Prayer

Dominion worship MinisTries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

PICK OF THE
WEEK!
L Lp JUDA

lotto

DIAL 24-1
2-1-1 is Pinellas County's only 24hour program that provides informa
tion & referrals on local health/human
services, volunteer opportunities,
donation referrals, and crisis intervention/problem-solving counseling for
individuals. Cell phone users must
dial (727) 562-1542.

Your Neighborhood
insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*HeaIth*DentaI«Vision
Disability«Commercial
LiabiIity & Bonds Also
Ph: 727-328-9878 r
Fax: 727-328-9545

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
“Wren

Vom Need Quality

Craftsmanship ”

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 433-1349
Bonded & Insured
Lic.#ERI30123l2

BEDDING
FOR SALE
Brand new queen dou
ble-sided pillow top mat
tress set in plastic.
Sacrifice $140. Can
deliver. 727-586-3555.
3 piece Brand name king
double sided pillow top
mattress new in plastic.
Must sell $183. Can
deUver. 727-584-6008.
Bed. Brand new full
double sided luxury pil
low top set in plastic.
Sacrifice $122. Can
deUver. 727-585-9766.
Queen orthopedic mat
tress set new in plastic.
Must sell. $130. Can
deUver. 727-584-6008.

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

CA$H 3
657 802 135
294
790 485 632

4- 2 5-6 7-1
5- 3 8-1 6-4

A Unique Profession!!

DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING TO SELL?
STOP IN OR CALL TODAY TO
PLACE YOUR AD
2500 - DR. M.L. KING ST. S.
(727) 896-2922
e-mail:
smfaith @ tampabay.rr.com

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Be precise in your communications to
avoid any misunderstandings and arguments. You will have to
check your cash flow before you decide to indulge in hobbies or
entertainment that may be beyond your budget. Someone you
live with may feel totally neglected. Pleasure trips will be favor
able and bring about romance.
TAURUS (Apr. 21 -May 21) Try looking into new ways to make
extra money. You can pick up additional responsibility that will
lead to higher wages and a better position. Your sensitivity
toward those you love will capture their hearts. Unfortunately,
your personal life may suffer from a lack of spare time.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Put your efforts into physical fit
ness programs or competitive sports. Opportunities to get togeth
er with friends will be enlightening and entertaining. Tone down
and put some of that hard earned cash into a safe, long-term
investment. Eliminate situations that are no longer to your advan
tage.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Pamper yourself for a change. Get
involved in creative projects that will enhance your earning
power. You may find that someone you live with may be irritable;
you're best to leave them alone. Try to include the one you love
in your plans this week.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Uncertainties are still prevailing. Money
problems will be difficult to deal with if you have a partner. Your
anger may be impossible to contain if you get into debates with
family members. You can make or break your personal relation
ship this week.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) If you have treated them equitably,
you might be able to count on their loyalty. Education may be the
answer. Your ability to deal with humanitarian groups will
enhance your reputation. You can make money through solid
investment plans.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) You would be wise to consider
attending lectures that will broaden your awareness concerning
your professional direction. Find an outlet for any mounting frus
tration. Consider a creative hobby. If they're really interested,
they'll wait. Focus on what's important rather than spreading
yourself too thin and accomplishing little.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Don't get intimately involved with
a co-worker. You can sort out any differences you have in an ami
able manner. Your ideas are good, and career moves can be real
ized. Be cautious, and use your head wisely in situations that deal
with the use of machinery or vehicles.
SAGITTARIUS (Afov. 23-Dec. 21) Jealous colleagues may try
to undermine you. Trips will be more than adventurous. Ifs a
great day to attend social functions. Your dedication and fortitude
when dealing with humanitarian groups will enhance your repu
tation.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22,-Jan. 20) Disharmony in your relation
ship may cause minor ailments. Your home may be in an uproar
and you are best to stay out of the line of fire if at all possible.
You won't have much time for your mate this week. Avoid lend
ing or borrowing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Make changes that will enhance
your appearance and entice potential partners. Older members of
your family may try to take advantage of you. You will enjoy get
ting together with friends. Observations will be far more produc
tive.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Being unappreciated by your boss
could make it hard to do your work effectively. Problems with
female members of your family may play on your emotions.
Pleasure trips will be favorable and bring about romance.

HOTLINE
NUMBERS
The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)
Family Resources
Counseling:
(727) 384-8336
or (727) 449-8336

Are you in coUege?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

The Weekly Challenger
Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

MEET
YOUR
MATCH

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

RNs, LPNs

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

(FL License Required)

&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

GOD
BLESS
AMERICA

Your

After Another!
TRAINING &
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
As a Training & Development Manag
you 'Mil plan, direct, coordhate, tial
and staff development programs te
pur Pinellas Region. Additional
training manuals. selecting approprl
Instructlc nal procedures/methods
and keei Ing abreast of new training
technlques and developments. The
qualified Individual must possess
exceptional veibal/written/
Interpetsonal communication and
organizational skills. A Bachelors
degree In Education or a related Hein
Is required, as well as 5-7 years of
work experience.
interested candidates, please apply
at any of our Bright House Networks
locations. Visit www.nyWgWhouse.com
for more Intormatlon and to apply
online.
• Career Growth Potential
• Benefits Package for Full-Time
• free Cable fi Internet
•Paid Vacations • 401K
• Pension Plan • Arid Morel
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WOMAN'S WORLD
Overnight Success?

Sanaa Lathan
by James Hill
"Aliens VS Predator"
hit big at the box-office,
taking in $38 million in its
ffist weekend. This is a
landmark moment as
"AVP" represents the
biggest opening of a film
with a Black female lead.
Though not prominently
featured in the ads for the
film, Sanaa Lathan is the
film's only big name actor
and has now beat out
Hollywood favorite Halle
Berry for best opening
("Gothika" opened with
$19 million).
So what does this
mean for Lathan? Through

her roles in "The Best
Man" and "Brown Sugar,"
she has established herself
as an icon in the Black
community with many
deeming
"Love
and
Basketball" as a modem
classic. But with the suc
cess of "AVP," Lathan is
sure to see more main
stream success.
How will you feel if
Lathan begins to solely
make films for mainstream
audiences as opposed to
building on the career she’s
had thus far? If you were
her agent, what kind of
movies and roles would
you advise her to take?

For Many AdOlescent Girls, Pregnancy May Be No Accident
bv Will O'Bryan
As social scientists and
health educators grapple
with causes of adolescent
pregnancy in the United
States, some researchers
suggest that one compo
nent of the problem has
been largely ignored.
Though most adolescent
pregnancies are accidental,
a substantial number of
girls want to get pregnant.
Susan L.
Davies,
Ph.D., of the University of
Alabama at Birmingham's
School of Public Health
and colleagues, questioned
455 low-income, AfricanAmerican adolescent girls
in Birmingham, Ala., aged
14-18 between 1996 and
1999, and found that nearly
a quarter (23.6 percent)
expressed some desire to
become pregnant in the
near future.
"Adolescent pregnancy
research has predominantly
focused on factors associ
ated with pregnancy occur
rence and overlooked the
possibility that pregnancy
is a desired outcome for
some adolescents," Davies
says. Instead, she adds,
successful pregnancy pre
vention programs need to
discern between factors
that contribute to intention
al versus accidental preg
nancies among teen girls.
In their research, pub
lished in the August 2004
issue of “Health Education
and Behavior,” Davies and
her team tried to identify
some of those factors. Self-

Boar's Head*
Turkey Wrap..................... 4.79

Tilapia
Fillets.

Includes Boar's Head® Ovengold
Turkey Breast, Choice of Flat Bread,
Choice of Toppings, each
(Publix Turkey Breast Wrap,
each ... 4.39)

Fresh,
Farm Raised

administered
question
naires asked participants
about their desire to be
pregnant, their relation
ships with males and their
birth control use.
The most striking data
revealed that adolescent
girls with at least some
desire to be pregnant were
three-and-a-half
times
more likely to have a
boyfriend or partner at
least five years older, were

SAVE UP TO 1.00 LB

SAVB OP TO .20

more than twice as likely to
have had sex with a casual
partner in the six months
prior to the survey and also
more than twice as likely to
have used condoms incon
sistently in the prior month.
While the researchers
say the likelihood of a sig
nificantly older partner was
surprising, the frequency of
girls with a desire to be
pregnant having casual
sexual partners was more

public health practitioners
and policy makers will
need to address this partic
ular population with a tai
lored campaign. Some sug
gestions the researchers
make include education to
help this population under
stand the realities of moth
erhood, amending health
education programs that
assume adolescents regard
pregnancy as negatively as
they view HIV and other

STDs, and increasing pub
lic recognition that adoles
cent childbearing is "a
symptom of larger social
and economic predica
ments."
The study was support
ed by a grant from the
Center for Mental Health
Research on AIDS and the
National
Institute
of
Mental Health.
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4.99„
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telling.
"These findings sug
gest that the perceived role
of the male partner in par
enthood, other than to
assist with conception,
may be minimal from the
adolescent girl's perspec
tive," Davies says.
Considering that ado
lescent girls who want to
be pregnant behave in ways
that will help them meet
their goal, researchers say,
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